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THE SHAG IV ISSUE OF THE UKRAINE: AN INTRODUCTION 

Ian L. G. Baillie 

A fairly comprehensive survey of these 1918 shagiv stamps was given in my 1963 book, and my 
purpose in the following introductory notes is to give a brief background to the issue and to indicate why, 
in my opinion, they make such a fascinating subject for study. In doing this I hope to interest in particular 
those to whom this story will be new. 

REASONS FOR ISSUE 
Firstly, then, the background-why in the early summer of 1918 were five Ukrainian definitives 

issued? To answer this, the historical background needs to be set. 
The Ukraine was accepted by the Central Powers as a signatory alongside Russia of the 

Brest Litovsk treaty which ended the Eastern Front in the Great War; as a result of that treaty, the Ukraine 
remained separated from the Russia ruled by the Bolshevik Government in Moscow and was occupied 
by the Central Powers. Because this occupation called for troops who could be ill-spared, support was 
given by the occupation authorities to the nationalist (separatist) Ukrainian movement. A co-operative 
Ukrainian government was ensured when Gen. Skoropadski was affirmed as Hetman (leader of the State), 
and the Rada (National Assembly) disbanded. Germany and Austro-Hungary vitally required Ukrain
ian grain, so any desire by the Ukraine to return to Russia would obviously be opposed. 

One early manifestation of support for nationalist ideals was the provision of what had never previ
ously existed-stamps especially issued for the Ukrainian state. Before they were issued, the Post Office 
of the fledgeling state only held large residual stocks of Imperial Russian stamps; after they were issued 
both types were used indiscriminately, but politically the right image had been projected! 

So we reach the first conclusion-that there was a definite positive reason for the provision of dis
tinct stamps for the Ukraine. 

EVIDENCE FOR POSTAL USAGE 

Secondly-were the shagiv stamps genuinely used throughout the Ukraine for a significant period 
of time, and did they meet a real postal need? 

The fact that the shagiv stamps normally occur mint is, of course, not a good start. But they share 
this quality with the impeccable Imperial Arms type stamps themselves, I suspect partly from a common 
cause (refugees hoping to use them as convertible property) as well as from the activities of German phil
atelists on the spot at the time. One needs to accept that the demand for mint shagivs is low and that 
the market has never absorbed the supply-in spite of this it seems, however, that the supply at least in 
the United Kingdom is at last dwindling. 

But ample evidence of genuine postal usage can overcome this initial impression, and with this 
issue there is certainly ample evidence. One seeks it first in loose used copies, and one finds that there is 
a very wide rang;;: of cancellations which can be found on them-at the top of the first page of illustrations 
(see centre pages of the Journal) for this article I have assembled some examples to show the range of date, 
loc3.tion and type of normal cancellation. Copies exist from all Governments of the Ukraine, from large 
towns as well as villages, and sometimes even from places beyond the normal frontiers (e.g. towns in the 
southern regions of Minsk Gub. which were for a period occupied by Ukrainian forces); cancellations 
exist in all normal designs and include some with Ukrainian spelling introduced (e.g. "KieBb" 
and "'Xapbkiff'). One must exclude a few cancellations of doutbful status, and I show examples of some 
of these at the foot of this first page of illustrations-the Kamenets marks are the commonest and many 
apparently genuine used copies turn out to have one of them (as, one finds, do most "used" copies of the 
later 20 gr. value). 

Although 1918 cancellations predominate, 1919 and 1920 marks are quite frequent and one finds 
that the whole period from mid-1918 to the end of 1920 is well represented irrespective of the political 
changes over this 2I year span. December 1920 seems to be the end of the period of normal usage, how
ever, only very few copies with 1921 marks being known. One would suspect that there was a move to 
withdraw these stamps or to demonetise them once Bolshevik occupation was established-perhaps a 
reader with access to the relevant records could elaborate? 
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Covers and postcards also occur over this period with shagiv stamps alone as well as with mixed· 
frankings (initially with Imperials and later with trident overprints). In the second page of illustrations. 
for this article (see centre pag,:s) I include two examples:-

(a) French Army postcard franked with a single 50 sh. stamp, cancelled TIRASPOL 18.2.19, send
ing welcoming greetings to a comrade-in-arms-it may be recalled that the French Navy occu
pied Odessa at that time. 

(b) cover franked with a single 35 kop. Kerensky plus a 3-strip 10 sh. cancelled KHARKIV 3 
18.2.19, with a large .. Kharkov 3 Gor.P.-T. Kont" registration handstamp on front; transit 
MOSCOW 18.5.19, addressed to Moscow. 

There are some covers of doubtful status, but they seem all to be philatelic rather than purely forged 
-some of them having been prepared for German philatelists on the spot (space considerations prevent 
illustration). 

The most positive and finally confirmatory evidence as to the genuine postal usage of shagiv stamps 
is their frequent occurrence on money transfer order forms (a term I use to include remittance cards, etc.) 
again alone as well as mixed with other issues. These forms were generally pilfered during transit or 
from depots prior to eventual destruction, and are a most valuable source of information about stamps. 
used during this disturbed period. The two remaining items on the second page of illustrations are. 
examples of M.T.O. form usage:-

(c) M.T.O. form franked with pair of 10 kop. savings bank stamps plus a 10 sh. single as pound
age on 8 Rub. 75 kop. sent from GOLOVANEVOK, Podolia 23.1.19 to YALTA, Podolia 
(where it was cancelled 14.4.19). 

(d) M.T.O. form franked with at least 22 copies of 10 kop. Savings Bank stamp (on reverse) plus. 
4-strip 40 sh. stamp as poundage on 300 Rub. sent from DZIEGOVKA, Podolia on 12.1.19 
(where the form was further cancelled 18.1.19) to NOVO-DANILOVKA, Tavrida (where it 
was cancelled 21.4.19). The form was then returned to Dziegovka (where it was again can
celled 17.5.19 and 20.5.19) for completion of records and for defacement. 

Previous numbers of B.J.R.P. include two illustrations of Ukrainian covers and M.T.O. forms, 
which, although published for other reasons. in fact show mixed frankings and the way in which shagiv 
stamps were widely used, 1-iz.:-

( i) B.J.R.P. No. 33; M.T.O. form franked with Samy 2 and Kiev 2 tridents plus a pair of 20 sh .. 
stamps. 

(ii) B.J.R.P. No. 31; "back" franked with Poltava I tridents and Savings Bank stamps plus a pair 
of 20 sh. stamps. 

FASCINATION OF THIS ISSUE 
Thirdly, why do I find these stamps so very interesting? Answers to questions of this sort are 

obviously subjective, but I will try to give a brief impression of the rang,;: of interest which I have formed 
in the stamps themselves. 

My interest was first caught when a few 100-sheets came into my possession, because I found that 
the selvedge marks differed not only between the different values but also between different sheets of the 
same value! I was further intrigued by the sparsity of information, and by the only relevant data being 
inconsistent with the material. 

The main mystery seemed to be solved when I appreciated that the printing plate was not a 100-
plate but a 400-plate, but then it transpired that the 400-plates for the different values were differently 
constructed-the 10, 20 and 30 sh. plates were fabricated with transfer units of 25 subjects, but the 40 and 
50 sh. plates seem to have been made from a basic unit of 40 subjects used two and a half times to con
struct an intermediate unit of 100! States of the 400-plates also exist because they were much over-used 
and inadequately repaired. 

Other plates also existed, although examples are much less often encountered. The 10 sh. and 20 
sh. stamps were each also printed from a 100-plate (it was this printing of the 10 sh. which was used for 
the 35K. "Mariupor· surcharge). All five values were also printed from 60-plates in Vienna, but these 
60-sheets were seemingly never sent to the Ukraine (they are normally imperforate, but similar perforated 
60-sheets also exist). 

Identifying the plates, the states of plates and transfer subject marks is an intriguing hunt; the large 
quantities printed, and poorly printed at that, make for a collection of some size. 
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THE CURRENCY STAMPS 

Finally, a few words about the currency stamps. They were actually issued a few months before 
the adhesives, and for only some values do the plates agree-whereas for the 30 sh., 40 sh., and one print
ing of the 50 sh. they agree almost exactly; for the 10 sh., 20 sh. and another printing of the 50 sh. the 
currency and postage stamps were printed from different plates (for which large blocks or sheets of currency 
stamps would be invaluable for confirming all details). Forgeries of the 40 and 50 sh. occur not infre
quently. 

CONCLUSION 

I hope that this brief review of these five stamps will have proved of interest and of assistance to 
those readers who may not have been familiar with the story. 

(Mr. Baillie's handbook "Ukraine: The Shagiv Issues," published in 1963, is still available from 
the author-Mr. I. L. G . Baillie, 8 Cote Park, Westbury-on-Trym, Bristol,-price 18/- (Two Dollars Fifty 
Cents) plus 6d. postage. Apart from an extended discussion of the problems introduced in the foregoing 
article, there is an inset of 15 full page plates indicating printing marks, transfer varieties. etc. The hand
book is printed on semi-art paper in similar style to the Journal). 

THE EAGLE STAMPE OF THE WESTERN ARMY 

R. J. Benns 

The Eagle stamps, prepared for use by the Western Army of C'JI. Avalov Bermondt, list among 
the more common stamps of the Revolution Period. It is an unfortunate fact that, beeause of 
their unissued status, they have been sadly neglected by collectors of this most interesting period of Russian 
philatelic history. Very few articles about them have appeared in philatelic literature since they first 
came on the market in early 1920, and almost none gives any great detail about the many reprints, forger
ies and varieties etc. which exist. The present article is an attempt to remedy this deficiency on the basis 
of my own collection. ram greatly indebted to Dr. Ceresa also for the loan of his considerable collection 
for study and to members of the Armies Study Group for their most us,~ful additions to my notes. 

BRIEF HISTORY OF THE SET 

This is one aspect of the subject which I do not propose to discuss in great detail, partly because 
so much has already been printed elsewhere on the history of the period but mainly because my own know
ledge of the subject is sadly lacking. r am much indebted to our Swiss friend, Mr. Mehnert-Frey, for 
some most interesting correspondence about the history of the stamps and about Avalov Bermondt him
self. It would appear, to say the least, that events in the Baltic States from 1917 to 1920 were extremely 
complex. Avalov Bermondt was a German puppet whose role was to maintain the German presence in 
Courland after the official German troops had to leave on interallied request. His troops were mainly 
German volunteers but included some Baits and a few Russian emigrants and fought independently against 
the Democratic Latvian Government Armies, but never, it seems. against the Bolsheviks. After the 
defeat of his so-called "Western Army," he and the remainder of his troops were forced to evacuate Cour
land by 1st December, 1919. 

The Eagle stamps were prepared in Berlin for use by this Western Army in Latvia. They were not. 
however, prepared in time before the evacuation and were sold directly to the stamp trade. Mr. Mehnert
Frey tells me that it was quite early in 1920 when he encountered the stamps in Jena. Germany and was 
informed at the time that the whole remainder of the unissued stamps had been purchased by a dealer in 
Hanover. From his descriptions and from the examples which he kindly sent me, it is now possible to 

distinguish the original printings from the many reprints which later appeared. 

THE ORIGINAL PRINTlNGS 

The most important factor to look for when first attempting to identify the original printings is 
the type of paper used. This is quite distinct and has been labelled Type l for reference. Several other 
types were used for the reprints and these will be described later. For a stamp to be described as one of 
the original printings, it must conform with each of the following characteristics:-
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Type I Paper: Thin, hard, white, semi-transparent with no visible signs of a wove mesh. This 
last fact is most important since almost all the reprints clearly show a wove mesh 
when held up against a strong light. The transparency of the original paper can 
best be seen by laying the stamp face downwards on a white surface when the 
design will be clearly seen through the back. Only one of the reprintings (Type I H) 
shows this transparency but is distinctly wove. Mr. Mehnert-Frey refers to oil
spots and streaks in the paper of the originals seen in Germany. I have seen a few 
of these, particularly the 30k. value and it now seems probable that these were 
accidentally damaged sheets. 

Gum: This is very thin, almost white and often streakily applied. In large blocks and 
sheets irregular brush marks may be noticeable although on single copies it may 
appear fairly uniform. The gum partly accounts for the transparency of the paper. 

Perforation: None. The originals are imperforate, generally with good margins. Perforated 
stamps with all other characteristics of the originals must be classed as speculative 
sets. 

Colours: These are fairly pale and remarkably uniform. Apart from very slight deviations 
in the depth of colour, it can be said that shades are non-existent. The 10k. value 
appears to vary the most, from a medium-pale blue to a medium blue, but none 
approaches the deep blue of most of the reprints. The original colours are quite 
distinct from those of the later reprints (i.e. Type IV) but some of the earlier reprints 
are quite similar but may be distinguished by their distinctly wove papers. 

Clarity of Printing: As might be expected, the clarity of printing of the originals is rather better than 
the reprints but this is not a good guide except as a help to identify some of the very 
clogged later reprints. 

THE FIRST SPECULATIVE SETS 
No doubt the dealers who purchased the stocks of the original printings found the results so lucrat

ive that various subterfuges were ordered to increase the variety of the set. These consisted of various 
perforations, no gum sets and even the use of postmarks. All these are known with stamps of the original 
type I paper in the original shades of ink but it is not possible to say whether these variations were carried 
out on a batch of stamps from the original printings or whether a further printing was orderec\ with the 
original paper and inks. 

The following variations of stamps on type I paper are known:-
( i) No Gum: The whole set may be found in this condition. Several explanations are possible, 

for example, the printer may have run out of gum while executing further reprints, 
or a dealer himself may have removed the gum to prevent his stocks from stick
ing together. In view of the fact, however, that so many of the later reprints 
exist both gummed and ungummed, it seems most probable that these were ordered 
specially to create a new variety. 

( ii) Perforations: As yet I have not seen complete sets in this condition. However, they almost 
certainly exist and are identical in all other respects to the originals. The types 
seen are (a) Perf. 1 H, gummed, (b) Perf. 11, gummed and (c) Perf. 11, ungummed. 

(iii) Paper Thickness: Some values of the set have been seen (rarely) with a slightly thicker paper than 
that normally associated with the originals. It is less transparent but is still hard 
and white with no trace of a wove mesh. · The colours are still the same shades 
and even the gum has the same brush-marks as the original printings. It is poss
ible that this is a true variety of the original printing but, until further information 
is available, I shall treat it as an early reprint. This thicker paper will be referred 
to as Type IA. 

(iv) Postmarks: All values of the Type I set may be found cancelled with a circular date stampof 
either Mitava or Bausk (see illustration). The different types so far recorded are:
Mitava small type: This is most commonly found dated 10.X.1919 but a possible 
13. ?. ? has been recorded also. The cancellation is of the bridged double circle 
type with the inscription "Mitava" at the top and "Pocht.Tel-Kont" at the bottom, 
both in Russian characters. The spaces above and below the bridge are filled 
with 7 and 8 short vertical lines respectively. The diameter of this cancellation 
is approximately 27mm. 
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Mitai·a Large Type: This is rather similar in design and has been recorded by Mr. 
Poulter on blocks of 4 of the 30K and 50K values on part of an envelope with a 
registration cross over the stamps in indelible pencil (examples of this cancell
ation are shown from Mr. Poulter's collection). The diameter is about 29mm. 
and the spaces above and below the bridge are filled with 13 and 12 lines respec
tively and are rather longer than those in the smaller type. The inscriptions arc 
the same but the date is 14.NOV.1919 with "NOV" in English letters. 
Bausk Small Type: This appears to be identical to the small Mitava cancellation 
apart from the town name and is most commonly found with exactly the same 
date, i.e. 10.X.1919. Other dates recorded are 13.XI (or X).1919 and 16.XI.1919 
and possibly others exist as well. 
Other Types: The preceding types are all to be found exclusively on Type I paper 
and it has been suggested that, with the exception of the very suspect large Mitava 
type, the printers prepared two handstamps for postal use with the stamps when 
they were to be issued. If this is true, both the small cancellations could be trials, 
but we have no evidence one way or the other. Apart from those listed above, 
other postmarks on the Eagle stamps (including all reprints and forgeries) are very 
uncommon and are very dubious. I have two examples of another type on the 
thicker Type IA paper, each showing portions of a double circle blue postmark, 
possibly both parts of the same cancellation, with a town name beginning with 
"S" and ending in "LY" in English letters. 

(vl The "Edinstvo i Sroboda'' Overprints: See below. 

THE EARLY REPRINTS ON WOVE PAPER 

Almost all the reprints, both early and late, show a distinct wove mesh when held up against a strong 
light. This mesh is never visible in the originals. It would seem reasonable to assume that the earlier 
reprints would resemble the original colours rather more than the later reprints and there is, in fact, one 
reprinting which can be readily identified as follows:-
Type II Paper: Very white, opaque, generally ungummed and possesses a clearly visible, regular, 

vertical wove mesh. It appears to have been used only for the reprinting of two 
values of the set-the 15K. and 20K. It also possesses a property not shared by 
any of the other reprints in that it rapidly absorbs water when immersed, although 
its ink is somewhat water-repellent. After about 10 seconds immersion, the 
design appears to stand out in "dry-relief" on the back of the stamp, and then 
slowly disappears. 

The shades of the Type II reprints are very bright and very like the originals although the 20K. 
value is sometimes a little redder. These stamps are almost always ungummed although both values 
have been recorded with a thin clear gum, not unlike that of the originals. They are known imperf., 
perf. 11 and perf. 11 ½ and also with the bogus overprint "Edinstvo i Svoboda'' (see below). 

There is further strong evidence that type II is indeed a very early reprint. On examining Table I 
(below) for the values known of Type I with perf. 11 and 11 ½, it will be noticed that neither the 15K. nor 
the 20K. value has been recorded. In addition, the "Edinstvo i Svoboda" overprints are known only 
on Type I and Type II papers. This strongly suggests that the Type I and II sets actually interlock. Type I[ 

paper being used for the two values when stocks of Type I paper ran short. 
The "Edinstvo i Svoboda" (i.e. "Freedom and Liberty") overprints are known only on the 15K. 

and 20K. values. in black on the former (with or without an additional 50 surcharge) and in red on the 
latter. It should perhaps, be mentioned that G. Chapier, in his book "Les Timbres de Fantaisie" pub
lished in 1936 quotes the whole set as bearing this overprint, however we feel that this must be an exagger
ation since no other values appear to be on the market. Several varieties exist such as displaced overprint. 
double overprint and overprint offset on back. These are possibly contrived but are more probably due 
to slap-dash workmanship. 

Mr. Mehnert-Frey quotes a further bogus overprint, in the form of a Maltese Cross, mentioned in 
"Russland, Spezialsammlung des Barons Carl von Scharfenberg" by Riep but I have not seen these and 
have no knowledge as to whether they are still in existence or on which Type of paper they were printed. 

Another reprint which is almost certainly an early type is as follows:-
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Type III Paper: Very thin wove paper, fairly white and nearly as transparent as Type I which it is 
possibly meant to imitate. It has a distinct wove mesh which may be vertical or 
horizontal and may. be gummed or ungummed, the gum being very similar to that 
used for the originals. The colours are not the same as the originals (except for 
the SOK. value which is very close} being somewhat duller but are much less variable 
than those of the later reprints. The dullness is most noticeable with the 15K. 
value for which the front surface of the stamp appears to have a very 
light wash of the orange ink. These reprints are only known imperf. and perf. 11. 

TABLE OF ORIGINALS AND EARLY REPRINTS 
The following table records the major shades seen to date. x-indicates that a copy exists either 

in my own collection or that of Dr. Ceresa. .-indicates that the stamp probably exists. 

T ABLE I: Type I I Type II Type Ill 

a b C d e I a b C d a b C d 

5k.: Dark Bright Brown X X X X 

,. Medium Dull Brown X X 

!Ok.: Medium Bright Blue X X X X X 

.. Dark Blue X X 

.. Prussian Blue X X 

15k.: Bright Orange X X X X X 

,. Dull Orange X X X 

15k. - Ovpt.: Brt. Orange X X X 

15k. - 50 + Ovpt. : Brt. Orange X X X 

20k.: Pale Mauve X X X X X 

,. Reddish Mauve X X 

20k. - Ovpt.: Reddish Mauve X X X 

30k.: Yellow-Ochre 'X X X X X 

,. Ochre X 

50k.: Pale Blue (clear impr.) X X X X X 

60k.: Bright Green X X X X X 

75k.: Dark Brt. Grey-Green X X X X X 

Dull Grey-Green X X X 

Scarcity Ratio: 4 17 74 156 108 12 117 282 282 200 108 235 1400 

EXPLANATION OF TABLE I 

Page 8 

Type I paper: Thin, hard, white, semi-transparent as described under the originals. 

Type II paper: 

Type III paper: 

(a): Originals, imperf., thin streaky gum 
(b): Imperf., but ungummed 
(c): Perf. 11, gummed and ungummed 
(d): Perf. 11½, gummed 
(e): Slightly thicker Type IA paper, imperf., gummed 

(a): 
(b): 
(c): 
(d): 

Opaque, absorbent, very white wove paper with a clear regular vertical 
mesh 
Imperf., ungummed 
Imperf., but gummed (thin clear gum) 
Perf. 11, ungummed 
Perf. 11 ¼, ungummed 
Thin, fairly white, semi-transparent (but less so than Type I}, wove paper 
with a distinct mesh. 

(a): Imperf., horizontal mesh, ungummed or gummed (thin) 
(b): Imperf., vertical mesh, ungummed 
( c): Perf. 11, vertical mesh, ungummed 
(d): Perf. 11, horizontal mesh, gummed 
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The scarcity ratio intended to be used as a guide as to how common each variety is. The originals (la 
in the table) have a ratio of 4 which implies that approximately I in every 4 Eagle stamps is an original, 
or, at least, has all the characteristics of the originals. Taking another example, e.g. Type lllb with 
ratio of 108, only 1 in 108 Eagle stamps is of this type, so it is 27 times scarcer than the originals. Natur
ally, these figures are only very approximate guides and are based on somr;: 2500 Eagle stamps in the com
bined collections of Dr. Ceresa and myself. Incidentally the ratios include all Eagle stamps, forgeries 
as well as reprints. 

THE LATER REPRINTS 
The vast majority of reprints, other than those already mentioned. may be classed under Type IV. 

This is a fairly opaque paper with a rather indistinct horizontal mesh. The paper is generally a little 
greyish although some printings are on a distinctly cream coloured paper. An enormous number of 
shades exist for each value, mostly quite unlike the original shades. A considerable number of different 
gums also exist, including matt, semi-matt and glossy in all kinds from thin smooth white to thick crackled 
cream or brownish, the latter often influencing the colour of the paper. These clearly originated from a 
tremendous number of reprintings with little regard for consistency in the gum or ink and it would be an 
almost impossible task to attempt to separate the Type IV stamps into specific printings by means of gum 
and shade alone. One factor which is a great hs:lp in classifying the later reprints is the perforation, of 
which there are several different sizes: imperf., perf. 11, perf. 11 !, perf. I H x 10, perf. 11½ x 10½ and perf. 
12!. 

There is one characteristic which is true of all Type IV sets and that is the crude 50K. value. This 
value is well-known in a rather crudely printed form, having a somewhat washed-out appearance and it 
has been suspected of being a forgery (i .e. printed from entirely different plates to the originals I. however 
there is now sufficient evidence to show that it was in fact printed from the original plates (see ··Transfer 
Subjects" later in this article). All the Type IV printings have a rather clogged appearance. no doubt 
due to worn and uncleaned plates but, for some unaccountable reason, the 50K. plates must have suffered 
considerably more wear than those of the other values. These crude 50K. values are known with most 
of the varieties of perforation. gum and paper-shade known with the other values of the set on Type IV 
paper and have only been recorded on type IV paper. All printings of the 50k. stamp on Types I. II and 
Ill papers are quite clearly printed. 

The many new characteristics of these later reprints suggest that a new printer was im·ol,·ed in 
their production, so it is possible that the Type m reprints were the last printings of the original Berlin 
printers before the plates were sold to a new, less fastidious, typographer. 

TABLE OF THE LATER REPRINTS 
The shades of the Type IV reprints are very prolific but those listed in Table ll are all quite distinct 

and most of the stamps that one meets can be included under one or other of the headings quoted. As 
before, x indicates that a copy exists either in my collection or in that of Dr. Ceresa, but unlike with the 
early reprints, I would not care to hazard a_guess as to which shades probably exist in the blank spaces. 

EXPLANATION OF TABLE II : (see 01•erleaf) 

Type IV paper: Opaque, wove with an indistinct horizontal mesh. 
(a) : Imperf., ungummed or with various types of gum, paper slightly greyish. 
(b): As (a) but perf.11. 
(c): As (a) but perf. 11 !. 
(d) : Perf. l H x 10}, fairly smooth pale cream gum. 
(e) : Perf.11 J x 10, fairly smooth pale cream gum. 
(f}: Perf.l2L ungummed or thick crackled cream gum. 
(g) : Pale cream paper, imperf. , gummed or ungummed. 
(h) : As (g) but perf.11. 
(i): Vertical mesh in paper although otherwise very similar to Type IV. Mesh 

is indistinct and not clear like Type ll. The paper is slightly toned and 
ungummed.-Type IVA. 

(j): Type V paper: Opaque with a smooth gum but with no mesh. The tex
ture of this paper is quite unlike the other non-wove Types I and IA. 
Seen imperf. and perf.11. 
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5k.: 
Ok.: 

,, 

5k.: 
,, 

" 
" 2 Ok.: 
,, 

" Ok.: 3 

5 

60 

" Ok.: 

k.: 

" 
" ,, 

" 7 5k.: 
,, 
,, 

TABLE II: 

Medium Dull Brown 
Medium Blue 
Dark Blue 
Prussian Blue 
Orange 
Vermilion/Red-Orange 
Scarlet 
Pale Yellow-Orange 
Dark Brown Purple 
Dull Brown Purple 
Purple 
Yellow Ochre 
Ochre 
Med.-Pale Greyish Blue (crude 

impression) 
Bright Yellow-Green 
Pale Green 
Med.-Pale Sage Green 
Med.-Pale Olive Green 
Pale Yellow-Olive 
Medium Grey-Green 
Dark Grey-Green 
Deep Green 

a b 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X 

X 

Type IV Paper 
I IVA 

[ 
V 

C d e f g h I i 

X X X X 

X X 

X X X 

X 

X X 

X X X X 

X 

X 

X x(imp.) 

X X X X X 

X X X X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X X X x(p.11) 
X X 

X 

Scarcity Ratio: 4 22 41 1400 470 350 64 175 I 108 700 

The scarcity ratio has exactly the same meaning as that for Table I and it will be noted that the 
imperf. Type IV reprints are equally as common as the originals, the two together making up about half 
the total number of stamps in our two collections. 

There is one other late reprint which should be mentioned and, like the crude 50k. stamps, it was 
for some time considered to be a forgery from a new set of plates, i.e. the crude 5k. values in a reddish
brown shade. There is, again, strong evidence on the basis of minor flaws that these rough productions 
are reprints. The printing of these is considerably more crude than any of the Type IV reprints which 
suggests that it is a very late production. The papers used for these 5k. values is completely unlike that 
used for any of the other reprints and they have not been seen with any other value. This late printing 
does- not appear to fit into any of the "issues" of reprints but there is some evidence that it was actually 
used in conjunction with the later printings of the forgeries! The types of paper seen to date with the 
crude printings of the 5k. value are:-

( i) lmperf., ungummed wove, cream-coloured, v,~ry smooth with a horizontal mesh. 
( ii) lmperf., ungummed wove, cream-coloured, poorer quality, medium thickness with a vertical 

mesh. 
(iii) Imperf., ungummed wove, cream-coloured, even poorer, thick, opaque with a vertical mesh. 
(iv) Imperf., ungummed wove, white, with a vertical mesh. 
The scarcity ratio of these stamps is about 60. 

VARIETIES AND FLAWS IN THE REPRINTS 
Varieties, as distinct from flaws, are limited mainly to the numerous types of paper, gum, perfor

ation and shade already described. Apart from the minor displaced, doubled or offset bogus overprint 
which are commonly found, the only other item that I have seen which could be called a variety is a block 
of four of the 75k. in Type IVg which is gummed both sides. It is, again, impossible to say whether this 
was a further attempt to create a "rare error" for philatelists or whether it was another product of faulty 
workmanship. 
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Flaws, on the other hand are quite abundant and gave us the first guide as to the lay-out of the 
sheets. They may be considered under two headings: (i) Those which were present in the originals and 
carried through into the reprints and (ii) Those which developed in the later reprints due to damage to 
the plates or lack of maintenance. 

At present, very little is known about the latter group due to the lack of large blocks and part sheets 
of reprints on the market. However, it should be possible, in time, to obtain more definite information 
about the order in which the reprints within the Type IV group ~ctually appeared. Some of the major 
flaws recorded to date which are not believed to exist on the originals are: 

(a) 75k.: Large white flaw where right wing joins body. This occurs on transfer subtype (iii) 
(see below) and has been recorded on reprints Type IVb gummed and IVc ungummed. 
Its position in the sheet is unknown, (see illustration). 

(b) 20k.: Top of "2" badly damaged. Subtype (vi), next to bottom row of sheet (i.e. ninth). 
This has been recorded on reprints Type Ila and Ilb and so may possibly exist in Type I 
also. 

(cl 30k.: An irregular white and coloured line, appearing to be a cracked plate, extending to the 
left of the letter "P," down through the left wing and through the figure "3." I have 
only seen one copy, i.e. Type Ille but it is very distinct and probably extends over stamps 
above and below it in the sheet. 

(d) 75k.: Mr. Poulter records another possible plate crack, which I have not seen, passing between 
the letters Kand A and through the left hand side of the "T" of "Pochta." 

Many other flaws may be found in the reprints which were not in the originals, especially small 
and large breaks in the vertical chains of dots on either side of the wings. Many of these are probably 
not constant and so have not been listed here. · · 

MULTIPOSlTlVE FLAWS AND TRANSFER SUBTYPES IN THE ORIGINALS AND REPRINTS 
Unlike the above-mentioned flaws, which are unique to one position in the sheet, the lOk. value 

and the 50k. values and possibly others as well show minute flaws which are common to all stamps on the 
sheet (originals and reprints). These so-called multipo;;itive flaws should not be mistaken for constant 
flaws in a unique position or for the constant transfer flaws described later. Those present on most stamps 
(although not always showing on over-or under-inked copies) are:-

I0k.: Faint dot in thin white margin under the "K" of the left-hand "KOP" and also beside 
fourth leaf at top right-hand corner. Many of the later reprints also show the inner right 
claw broken. 

50k.: This value (in Types I, II and III) usually shows the left bar to the cross on the crown replaced 
by a dot. In the crude Type IV printings of this value, the whole bar is reduced to nothing 
more than a slight bulge in the vertical stroke of the cross. 

The original printings are now known to have been in sheets of 10 by 10. These were constructed 
in horizontal rows of 10 distinct transfer subjects so that each vertical column of 10 stamps is made up of 
stamps all showing identical transfer flaws. Thus, it is possible to identify 10 distinct subtypes of each 
value, no matter whether a reprint or an original. Many of these subtype flaws are quite prominent, while 
others are quite minor and difficult to identify in the poorer reprints. Those omitted from the list below 
are those which are far too minor to be a useful guide. The subtypes have been numbered (i) to (x), read
ing in order across the sheet. For convenience of description, the vertical lines of dots on either side of 
the eagle are referred to as "chains" and the spiral ornaments above the chains are called "snails." L.H. 
and R.H. refer to the left-hand and right-hand respectively:-

THE TRANSFER SUBJECTS 
5 KOP. VALUES : 

This value is rather difficult since most of its subtype flaws are rather minor. This has made it 
difficult to be really sure that the crude late reprints previously described are in fact not forgeries, but since 
more than half the subtypes have been found among these crude types, we can be fairly sure that they are 
reprints. 

( i): Top of second stroke of 2nd letter of "Russkaya" cut at an angle and this letter often con
tains a faint dot. (Minor). 

ii): Extremely minor flaws, difficult to identify. 
iii): Small notch under upper frame over "YC." (Minor). 
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( iv): Dent below "K"" of R.H. "KOP." (Medium). 
( v): Top of 2nd stroke of 3rd letter of "Poch ta" cut at a sharp angle. (Medium). 
( vi): In clear printings only, the L.H. side of the "O" of the L.H. "KOP" is broken in the middle .. 

(Minor). 
( vii): Dent on top frame over "P." (Medium). 
(viii): Small to large notch in top frame, l¼mm from L.H. corner. 
( ix): In clear printings the inner R.H. claw is not joined to the foot. (Minor). 
( x): Inverted comma-shaped link in centre of R.H. chain. The crude late reprints show this 

link to be partly missing. (Medium). 

10 KOP. VALUES: 
( i): Horizontal bar in curved white line under L.H. "snail." (Major). 
( ii): Small break in curved line inside centre of R.H. frame line and also dot in white margin 

opposite top of "p·· of R.H. "KOP." 
( iii): Small notch opposite bottom of "P" of "Russkaya" and also opposite L.H. snail. (Minor). 
( iv): Very slight bulge inside "O" of "10" at about 3 o'clock. (Very Minor). 
( v): Dent inside "O" of L.H. "KOP" at 9 o'clock. (Minor). 
( vi) to (x): These possess very minor flaws and cannot generally be identified singly. 

15 KOP. VALUES: 
( i): This is the only 15k. subtype which is difficult to identify since it bears no very prominent 

flaws. 
( ii): Nick over last letter of "Russkaya·." (Medium). 
( iii): Distinct white flaw between orb and right wing. (Major). 
( iv): Break in "neck"' of R.H. "snail." (Major). 
( v): Break in L.H. ribbon under crown and also just below centre of R.H. chain. (Minor). 
( vi): Break in curved line cutting top of R,H. acorn. (Medium). 
( vii): Break in inner curved line under sceptre. (Medium). 
(viii): Squarish notch in top of right wing. (Medium). 
( ix): Break at both ends of the row of dots under "Pochta." (Major). 
( x): Large blob for bottom link of R.H. chain. (Major). 

20 KOP. VALUES: 
( i): Inverted comma-shaped link in centre of R.H. chain. (Medium). 
{ ii): White projection south-west of "P" of "Pochta." (Medium). 
( iii): Break in left side of "'O"' of L.H. "KOP." (Medium). 
( iv): Right side of crown split; projection intofoft white frame line just above curved line, dot 

over "P"; large notch in frame joining R.H. oak leaf. (Major). 
( v): Tiny dot under lower coloured frame-line under "O" of "20." (Minor). 
( vi): Three large breaks in R.H. snail. (Major). 
( vii): Sceptre thicker in top half. (Minor). 
(viii): No horizontal bar in right hand acorn. (Major). 
( ix): Breaks in curved lines above and left of R.H. oak leaves; large white spot above sceptre. 

(Major). 
( x): Large breakjusrnbo,·e middle of R.H. chain. (Major). 

30 KOP. VALUES: 
The inks used for this value. particularly with Type I and IA papers did not adhere to the paper 

very well and, as a result, the definition of the stamps is not at all clear. Apart from subtypes (vi) and (xl. 
the transfer characteristics are very difficult to identify. 

( i): Notch or break in lower coil of R.H. snail. (Minor). 
( ii): Single line "leaf" OYer R.H. snail usually joined to the first shaded leaf by a short line .. 

(Minor). 
( iii): Very minor flaws, cannot be recognised in singles. 
( iv): Usually a small projection between the first two letters of "Russkaya," often joining these 

letters together. (Minor). 
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( v): Often a break in the thin line North-West of the "K" of the L.H ... KOP." (Very Minor). 
( vi): The lower of the four ornaments between the L.H. chain and the curved frame has a dis

tinct projection to the left. (Medium). 
(vii), (viii) and (ix): These possess very minor flaws and cannot generally be recognised in singles. 
( x): White flaw to right of shield on eagle's chest. (Major). 

50 KOP. VALUES: 
Fortunately some of the subtypes of this value show some quite prominent characteristics which 

enable us to recognise many of them on the very crudely printed Type IV reprints, thus establishing that 
they are not forgeries. The subtypes so far recognised on the crude reprints are numbers (i), (iii), (v), 
(vi), (vii) and (ix). 

( i): Break under neck of R.H. snail. (Minor). 
( ii): Small notch in R.H. frame line, 2mm. from the top. (Minor). 
( iii): White bulge in single-line "leaf"' over L.H. snail. (Medium). 
( iv): Very minor flaws, unidentifiable in singles. 
( v): Damaged end of lower L.H. oak leaf. (Major). 
( vi): White bulge on second leaf at top right. (Medium). 
( vii): Second link from bottom of R.H. chain is a tiny dot. (Medium). 
(viii): Minute notch under top frame line over L.H. "flag.'.' (Minor). 
( ix): White vertical split through end of right hand wing feathers: and curved line slightly 

thickened under orb. (Major). 
( x): Faint white hairline joining white frame to leaf in top L.H. corner. (Minor). 

60 KOP. VALUES: 
The subtypes on this value are difficult to identify, especially those of the reprints which are usually 

rather blurred impressions. 
( i): Lower line of L.H. snail often broken. (Minor). 
( ii): Usually a small break in the line beside the "P" of the L.H. "'KOP": lightly inked copies 

often show a small notch 4mm. from the top of the R.H. frame-line. (Minor). 
( iii): Middle point of the 3-pointed "tail" to the R.H. snail cuts into white frame-line. (Minor). 
( iv), (v) and (vi): These are very difficult to identify in single copies. 
( vii): Hairline bieak in curved line South-West of "K" of L.H. "KOP." (Very Minor). 
(viii): Usually a projection on the back of the "K" of "Russkaya.'' (Minor). 
( ix): Projection inside first letter of "Pochta"; underinked copies usually show a break in top 

frame 2½mm. from L.H. corner. (Minor). 
( x): Distinct weakness in lower feathers of L.H. wing. (Medium). 

75 KOP. VALUES: 
( i): Reversed D-shaped ornament over R.H. snail joins white frame beside "A" of "Pochta.'' 

(Medium). 
( ii): Difficult to identify in single copies. 
( iii): Large break in middle of L.H. chain. (Major). 
( iv): Two dots joined under L.H. "KOP." (Medium). 
( v): Difficult to identify. 
( vi): . Weak curved line under R.H. chain and break in second line under sceptre. (Medium). 
( vii): White spot on South-West corner of shield on eagle's chest. (Medium). 
(viii): Difficult to identify. 
( ix): Inward projection of outer frame beside R.H. snail. (Minor). 
( x): Difficult to identify in single copies. 
One final note on the transfer subjects. I have not had the opportunity of examining any complete 

sheets of reprints, with the exception of the 15k. value in Type II, but one frequently meets copies of the 
various reprints with the left margin attached showing the characteristics of transfer subject (i), or with 
the right margin attached showing the characteristics of subtype (x). This suggests that the JO by JO lay
out was used throughout the reprintings. However, I have seen one exception to this rule-a block of 
four of the crude Type IV 50k. stamps, the left pair clearly showing the blob-leaf flaw of subtype (iii) and 
the other pair (presumably subtype iv) with the right-hand margin attached. Despite the crudeness of 
these stamps, there seems little doubt about this flaw which is clearly evident on both the left-hand stamps. 
It would seem, therefore, that a different sheet lay-out was used for these. 
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Regarding the question of the size of the margins, having measured some 60 margins of various 
values of the reprints and originals, I find that it is very rare that one meets two margins of the same size. 
The commonest sizes are from 10 to 16mm. but sizes up to 23mm. are known and much narrower ones, 
obviously trimmed, are frequently found but the latter have been ignored. 

FORGERIES OF THE EAGLE ST AMPS 

Three distinct forgeries are known, each distinctly different from one another and from the origin
als and reprints. We cannot be certain whether these forgeries were prepared by the same printers as 
made the Type IV reprints after the original plates had become too worn or damaged for further use, or 
if they were prepared by yet another printer and were possibly sold contemporaneously. The three for
geries are so distinctly different from one another that it is possible that three different printers were 
involved, one of which may have been the printers of the Type IV reprints. 

FORGERY TYPE FI 
There appears to have been a large number of printings of this type, making it almost as complic

ated an issue as the reprints. All the printings, however, show the following definite characteristics which 
distinguish them from the originals and reprints:-

(a) Flag-like ornament near "P" is rounded instead of pointed. 
(b) Rounded top to last letter of "Russkaya" instead of flat. 
(c) Small individual dots to side chains. 
(d) Value tablet has a straight top instead of an irregular one. 
(e) 2nd and 3rd leaves at top left have little or no shading. 
(f) Unlike the genuine 5k. value, there are no white lines on either side of the numeral. 
In common with the genuine stamps, the earlier printings (Fla and Fib) are very clear impressions 

and these progressively become poorer until it is difficult to believe that they are the same type of forgery. 
The state of the eagle became so bad in printing Flf that heayY retouching was carried out on the wings 
and the shield. This retouching is very distinct and very poorly done. On the wings it takes the form of 
about four white strokes, more or less horizontal, towards the tips of the feathers. The shield is cut in 
the form of a very rough rectangle. This retouching has only been seen with printing Flf although it may 
also exist in Fld and Fie. 

The printings which have been distinguished are as follows:-
Fla: Clear impression on good quality, fairly thin white wove paper with a horizontal mesh and 

good quality smooth gum. Imperforate. 
Fib: As Fla but line perf.11. 
Fie: Poorer impression; ungummed pale to very pale cream, horizontal meshed paper : medium 

thickness: imperf. 
Fld: Poor impression; thicker greyish, horizontal meshed paper with a rather fibrous texture, 

ungummed. imperf. 
Fie: Poor impression; thick pale to very pale cream, vertical meshed paper; non-fibrous, 

ungummed. imperf. 
Flf: Poor impression; thick white, vertical meshed paper; non-fibrous, ungummed. imperf. 

Blocks, or even pairs, of these forgeries seem to be very uncommon but several constant flaws may be found 
which are possibly transfer characteristics. There is insufficient information as yet, however, to ascertain 
the arrangement of the she·ets. 

FORGERY TYPE F2 
This forgery is very uncommon, and is always found clearly printed on good quality, vertical meshed 

paper with a good smooth gum, either imperforate or perf. 11 ½. The most distinct features for its recognit
ion are:-

(a) A lightly shaded ring around the shield on the eagle's chest. 
(b) Sceptre covers only two wing feathers instead of three. 
(c) No horizontal bar in right-hand acorn. 
(d) No horizontal bar to cross on crown. 
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FORGERY TYPE F3 

This is even less common than Type F2 and resembles the reprints much more than do any of the 
other forgeries. It exists on an opaque white paper with a smooth or distinctly glossy pale cream gum 
and, in common with F2, is only known imperforate or perf. 11 ½. Its main distinctive features are:-

(a) A clean white sceptre, unbroken by shading. 
(b) Curved white frame beside "K" of left-hand "KOP" slightly wider than in the genuine stamps. 
(c) An isolated link, 3rd from top of left-hand chain. 
(d) "Leaves" at top right terminate further from the reversed "D"-shaped ornament than usual. 

TABLE HI 
This lists all forgeries recorded to date. x indicated that I have at least one copy in my collection 

or have seen one in that of Dr. Ceresa. . indicates that I have not seen a copy but it probably exists. 
Type F. Type F2 Type F3 

Shade Fla Fib 
5 Kop. Medium -Dark Brown X X 

10 Kop. Indigo X X 

., Medium-Deep Blue 
15 Kop. Vermilion (pale to deep) X X 

., Medium -Pale Orange X X 

20 Kop. Purple X X 

Bright Magenta 
Mauve 
Brown Purple 

,. Dark Purple 
30 Kop. Yellow-Ochre X 

Orange-Ochre 
,. Ochre X 

50 Kop. Pale Blue X X 

Pale Grey-Blue 

" 
do. (retouched) 

60 Kop. Bright Green X X 

,, Pale Green X 

75 Kop. Grey-Green X X 

Pale Grey-Green 

Fie Fld Fie Flf 

X X X 

X 

X X X 

X X 

X X 

X 

X 

X X 

X X X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X X X 

X X 

X X X X 

X X 

Imp. P.11½ 
X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

Imp. P.11½ 
X X 
X 

X X 

X X 

X X 

X X 
X X 

X 

X 

X 

As will be seen, there are still many gaps to be filled in the table. It is probably too soon to say 
for sure but there is one gap which may never be filled. So far, the 5k. value has not been recorded in 
any of the poorer printings Fie to Flf. These may yet come to light, but if not, it could explain the exist
ence of the crude late reprints of this value which do not fit in with any of the Type IV printings. A furtheJ 
piece of evidence is that the paper used for Fie strongly resembles the most common type used for this 
reprint. 

On the same basis as the reprints, the scarcity ratio of the forgeries are approximately: Fl-12, 
F2-100. F3-l 10, i.e. 1 in 12 Eagle stamps are FI forgeries, etc. 

Before leaving these fascinating stamps, I should perhaps mention another very doubtful item which 
l came across recently. This consists of a five pointed star overprint on various printings of Type FI. 
In all probability, they are "home-made" and are therefore unique but, to complete the records, I am 
adding a list of those that I have seen:-

(a) Large Star (approx. IO½mm. arm): 
Fie: 50k. Pale Grey-Blue 
Fld: 20k. Brown-Purple, 30k. Ochre and 75k. Pale Grey-Green 
Fie: 60k. Olive 

(b) Larger Star (12½-mm.) and Small Star (8Imm.) with the former offset on the back. 
Fld: 10k. Indigo 

(c) Small Star (8½mm.): 
Fie: 15k. Bright Orange 
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These notes terminate my listing of this most interesting series of stamps. As the reader will have 
noticed, the article has been full of "perhaps's," "probably's" and such-like phrases but this is, unfortun
ately, inevitable in carrying out a study of such a neglected set. I hope my small contribution will stir 
the interest of philatelists in this fascinating subject and I should appreciate further information which 
would enable us to make the picture more complete. 

I have only seen one postmark on a forged stamp (Flf-50k. retouched) and this possibly sums up 
the whole story. The letters "OPIA" are clearly visible in a double lined circle and this, no doubt, reads 
in full-"UTOPIA." Nevertheless, let us not be too cynical-after all, the stamps were originally pre
pared in good faith!. ... I believe. 

uUSED ABROAD" CHRONICLE-X 
S. D. Tchilinghirian 

The few months that have elapsed since the 9th instalment of this Chronicle was written, have 
brought a further crop of fresh discoveries, and it is really amazing to find that the usual escort of sensat
ional items is never missing. 

This 10th instalment deals with material notified up to mid-June, 1965. 
(1) TREBIZOND 

This important port had been in the news in the 9th instalment with Mr. Peel's discovery of the 
large 7-line marking illustrated in Fig. 163. 

This time, it is Prof. 0. Winterstein who has produced a practically complete and very clear strike 
of the date-stamp in Standard Type "Y" issued to this office, as illustrated in Fig. 179. Colour: Blue as 
usual. The stamp on which this marking appears is a 20k. ROPIT 1866. The fact that this canceller 
remained unrecorded for so long suggests that it was used for a very short period, or only occasionally. 
Admittedly, most of the correspondence from this port was then cancelled with the single-circles in Stand
ard Type "W," and Prof. Winterstein also partly filled another gap in these latter, by supplying a further 
example of Sub-Type 4B (Fig. 736 Part VI, incomplete) which, although not yet fully complete, contains 
•the fteuron at bottom, missing in Part VI (see Fig. 180). 
(2) RHODES 

The first example from this office on a stamp of Russia was recorded in B.J.R.P. 32, and consisted 
of a 20k. 1858 issue, pf.12½ (coll. E. G. Peel). Mr. R. S. Blomfield has now notified a 10k. of the same 
issue, with the same cancellation in Type 3 (Fig. 171, Part II), dated 21 May 1867, in Black. 

(3) GALLIPOLI 
On page 144 of Part II, it was mentioned thr.t a Postal Agency of the RO PIT at this port was a dis

tinct possibility, but that no material was available to establish its existence. For seven years, this chal
lenge remained unanswered, but now Mr. K. Adler has dispelled all doubts by producing a beautiful stamp
less Jetter sent by the Firm F. J. D'Andria of Gallipoli (whose imprint appears on the letter) to the Mana
ger of the Imperial Ottoman Bank at Constantinople. This letter bears the Handstruck Stamp in the 
"Arms" type illustrated in Fig. 181, in an oily Greenish-Blue, but the inscriptions, and particularly the 
name of the office, are clearly legible. · 

This item ranks at this writing as one of the major rarities of the Russian Post Abroad, and it is 
to be hoped that Editor Ashford will soon find room for it in the "Outstanding Covers" feature. Mean
time, Mr. Adler deserves the warmest congratulations on his brilliant find, which adds another office to 
the long list of Russian P.O.'s Abroad. 
(4) ULYASUTAI 

Unlike other Russian offices in Mongolia, the only date-stamp hitherto recorded for this locality 
had no serial letter (Fig. 455, Part IV), inducing the authors to suggest that it had been the only one in use. 

Mr. W. H. Adgey-Edgar has now secured an extraordinary cover franked by no less than 15 stamps 
(one lk., eight 2k. and six 3k., all 1909 issue perf.), all cancelled with the fresh date-stamp illustrated in 
Fig. 182, bearing at right the serial Jetter "be." This now has to be listed as Type 2, and the three denom
inations franking the letter have to be added to the Check-List of this office. 

Material from Ulyasutai is seldom seen, and the three stamps concerned had not yet been recorded, 
not even with the cancellation in Type 1. Congratulations to Mr. Adgey-Edgar on this acquisition, which 
is another worthy candidate for the "Outstanding Cover" column. 
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(5) PEK[NG 

Messrs.Maresch & Son,ofToronto, offered at one of their recent auctions an 8k.Russia 1875 with 
a hitherto unknown linear marking of this office. This sensational item (Sale 19.5.1965, Lot 605, Est. 
100 dollars) was knocked down to our member K .. Adler, just before he left for a long European trip. 

The cancellation, illustrated in Fig. 183, is not really a surprise, as it is in exactly the same style as 
Type 1 of Tien-Tsin (Fig. 482, page 351, Part IV), several examples of which have been known for some 
years. What is more surprising is that examples from Peking should have remained undetected for almost 
a century. Now that this gap has been filled, the question arises as to whether a canceller in the same 
type was not simultaneously issued to the third Russian P.O. operating at that time in the area, that is to 
KALGAN. Unfortunately, material from Kalgan is much harder to get than from Peking or Tien-Tsin, 
and this question may remain unanswered for many years to come. 

Not content with acquiring this gem, Mr. Adler produced another quite unexpected, and indeed 
most interesting, item from Peking. Readers will be familiar with the emergency cancellers used by this 
office in 1900 after the loss of the circular date-stamp in Type 4 during the siege of the Legations. One 
of these emergency cancellers was illustrated in Part IV (Fig. 467, page 343) and the other in B.J.R.P. 32 
(Fig. 103, pages 9/10). Both had ceased to serve as such in 1901, upon receipt of a fresh circular date
stamp in the regular type from St. Petersburg (Type 6, Fig. 468, Part IV). So far w good, but Mr. Adler 
has now secured a registered cover sent on 6. Vlll.1903 from Peking to Potsdam, franked with a block of 
4 of the 5k. KITAI duly cancelled with Type 6, on which the emergency canceller of 1900 in Fig. 467 is 
used as a registration marking, as shown in Fig. 184. It will be noticed that the dating device originally 
appearing on this handstamp has been removed, the frame at right being evidently damaged during this 
operation, and the registration number is now added in manuscript where the date used to be. The use 
of this handstamp as a registration marking must also have been of an emergency nature, perhaps while 
awaiting arrival of a fresh supply of registration labels from St. Petersburg, and this makes Mr. Adler's 
cover all the more fascinating. 

(6) SHIP MAIL IN THE FAR-EAST 

Mr. M. Rayhack submitted a pair and a single o" the 5k. Gold Currency surcharge on the !OR. 
blue of 1922 (Soviet Union, Issues for the Far-East, S.G.129), both with incomplete strikes of a Jar_ e ship 
marking as tentatively reconstructed in Fig. 185. Colour: Black. The strikes, heavy and smudgy, are 
difficult to read, but the first word is certainly PAROKHOD, and the second one is certainly NIKOL
AEVSK, separat•:!d by a hyphen from the name of the other terminal of the ship line, which is too smudgy 
for identification, but seems to begin with AKH . .... . 

Bytheveryfactthatthenameof this second terminal cannot be identified, it is not possible to assert 
whether this line qualifies for "Used Abroad" status, or is just another domestic one. This writer favours 
the latter alternative, but must admit that, despite a careful check of all Russian ports 
on the Sea of Okhotsk and the Sea of Behring, he failed to spot a name which could tally with the shapes 
of the letters appearing on this cancellation. Perhaps some of our members can locate a suitable name 
on their maps, and provide the solution of this puzzle. 

In any cas,e, this ship marking, even if only of domestic status, should rank among the most elusive 
cancellations of the Russian Maritime Post. And this comment naturally brings forth another one, that 
is the almost complete absence of any literature on this most fascinating branch of Russian Philately. 
This writer knows that several of our most knowledgeable members are taking a keen interest in ship 
markings, and have formed comprehensive and very interesting collections of these. He also knows that 
some of them were toying with the idea of writing a book on this subject. If this book cannot be prepared 
in the very near future-and it would appear it cannot-why not write a few articles in the B.J.R.P., even 
if each contribution is limited to a single line of ships? This piece-meal approach would allow to survey 
the whole field in a few contributions, and would no doubt direct the attention of more members to this 
so badly neglected branch. Editor Ashford could even group these various contributions in a single 
number of the Journal, thus repeating his feat in No. 36 with the history of the British Expedition in North 
Russia. What is surprising is that a specialised Society of the standing of ours should have failed properly 
to investigate this subject for so many years, and this is a most blatant gap which every member should 
feel anxious to fill as quickly as possible. 
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(7) DALNY 
This town, whose postal history is so little known to this day, is still yielding surprises. Mr. 0. 

Faberge has now submitted the hitherto unknown cancellation used by the Field Telegraph Office whose 
existence had been recorded in Part V (page 404) on the basis of the official documentation communicated 
by Mr. Adler. This marking, on a 3k. Stationery Postcard, is illustrated in Fig. 186. The inscriptions 
at bottom read POLEY. TEL. OTD. (for "Field Telegraph Branch"), indicating that the date-stamp had 
been introduced prior to the amalgamation of the Post and Telegraph Offices in 1903, but it evidently 
continued to serve after this event, as Mr. Faberge's example is dated 19.1.04. 

(8) MANCHURIA 
As usual, the greater part of the fresh discoveries notified by readers are from this region. The 

following few items are the most interesting in this lot: 
(a) DJALAINOR: Mr. Blomfield advised that a loose lR. Arms type with the cancellation of this 

office in Type 2 (Fig. 569) was recently disposed of at an auction sale held by Rich, New York (Lot 1960). 
The stamp is perforated ca.10, large holes, but it is not clear whether this unusual perforation was pro
duced by the postmaster of this office, by a private firm, or by a faker. 

(b) EKHO: a loose lR. Romanov with Type 2 of this office (Fig. 22, B.J.R.P. 28), dated 28.i.14, 
is now in the coll. G. H. Torrey. A fresh addition to the Check-List. · 

(c) KHARBIN-STATION: another addition to the Check-List is a 35k. 1909 with Type 3A, (Fig. 
617), notified by Mr. R. P. Knighton on postcard. 

(d) NEWCHWANG: a further example of the rare double-circle of this office (Fig. 70, B.R.J.P. 30), 
this time on lk. Romanov, has been secured by Mr. Wm. Stephen. The stamp also bears part of an arrival 
marking of Leipzig. 

(e) LINE 263: Mr. H. A. Johanson submitted a letter franked with 35k. 1909, cancelled with the 
oval marking of this Line, serial "ve," dated 4.4.19, in a fresh sub-type illustrated in Fig. 187, which is 
very different from the earlier date-stamp with same serial letter produced as Fig. 668 in Part V. The 
letter also bears two boxed Censorship markings. 

(f) LINE 265: another stampless letter to Helsingfors, also communicated by Mr. Johanson, bears 
the hitherto unrecorded single-circle of this line in Sub-Type IF with serial "6" at bottom, dated 29.1.04 
(an error of dating for 1905). 

(g) FIELD POST: a stampless postcard bearing the marking illustrated in Fig. 188 has been sub
mitted by Dr. A. Kohane. Another stampless postcard communicated by Mr. Adler is cancelled with the 
single-circle of the 3rd Manchurian Army illustrated in Fig. 189, but also bears at left the quite unexpected 
linear handstamp reproduced in Fig. 190, with inscriptions reading "VYDAT BEZ DOPLATY"" ("To be 
delivered without charging Postage Due"). What can have been the need of it? 

OUTSTANDING COVERS 
Kurt Adler and Michel Liphschutz 

Four covers were mentioned among a mass of truly outstanding material in Mr. Tchilinghirian's 
"Used Abroad Chronicle-IX" published in the last number ofB.J.R.P. These were from the collections 
of Kurt Adler (New York) and Michel Liphschutz (Neuilly-sur-Seine), and we are fortunate to be able to 
reproduce illustrations (in the centre pages) of, firstly, two covers owned by Kurt Adler (from Cavalla, 
and from S.S. Mongo/iya of R.V.A.P. Line), followed by two covers from M. Liphschutz (in slightly 
reduced format because of their size) from the Volunteer Fleet (Vladivostok-Odessa); and from the Central 
Field Post Office at Kharbin. 

(1) COVER FROM RO PIT AGENCY AT CA VALLA 
Kurt Adler's cover is outstanding because it is the very first one recorded from Cavalla, a port 

on the coast of the Aegean Sea, 75 miles east of Salonica. At the time this cover was posted (to Salonica) 
the port of Cavalla belonged to the Ottoman Empire. As recounted in "Stamps of the Russian Empire 
Used Abroad"-Pt.II (page 143) it was taken by the Bulgarians in 1912,and it became Greek a little later, 
in 1913. At the time Part II of the Used Abroad work was written, several individual stamps were known 
bearing Cavalla cancellations, but no covers whatsoever had been chronicled. The cover (see centre 
pages) bears a pair of the 20 pa. Levant 1903 issue, cancelled superbly by Type 1 oval "R.O.P.i.T. AG. 
KA VALLA" dated 11 July 1907. · The cover shows the printed heading (in English) of "The Commercial 
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Company of Salonica, Limited"" and appears to have b,:!Cn addressed to that port, since there is another 
strike of the oval _Cava Ila cancellation (same date) on the reverse, and two arrival cancellations of SALON
I CA (one dated 12 July 1907 and the other 15 July 1907) both in circular type 3B (diameter 27!mm.). 

(2) R.V.A.P. COVER FROM S.S. MONGOL/YA 
This superb card was commented on at some length in Mr. Tchilinghirian's column in B.J.R.P. 

36, (page 26). As was pointed out, no information had previously come to hand concerning cancellations 
of R.V.A.P. ships other than in the oval shaped standard type (viz. type "T."). This 4k. Postal Stationery 
card is cancelled by a double circle of S.S. Mongoliya reading RUSSK. VOST. AZlAT. PAROKHOD
STVO-"MONGOLIY A."" This wording satisfactorily settles, by the way, a small doubt as to the mean
ing of the "P" in "R.V.A.P." aired on page 372 of "Used Abroad .. Part IV. Clearly it is "'PAROKHOD
.STVO" ("Steam Shipping") and not "PORTY" ("Ports'"), which was the alternative possibility. The 
card bears three Japanese arrival markings, one being a boxed "PAQUEBOT" (Type J.5-Fig. 696. Part 
VI, "Used Abroad"), a circular TSURUGA (a new sub-type of J.6), and a further circular cancellation in 
Japanese which is understood to be Osaka. The dates of these circular cancellations apparently refer 
to years in the Meiji era (to quote Mr. Tchilinghirian) and if pencilled annotations on the card are correct, 
related to 8.9.08 and 30.9.08, respectively. 

(3) VOLUNTEER FLEET; PARAKHOD VLADlVOSTOK-ODESSA 
Mr. Michel Liphschutz advises us that this letter (see illustration in the centre pages) was posted 

on the ship, probably at Port Arthur, by a certain Melnikov, who was evidently serving on the First Rank 
Cruiser Dmitri Donskoi (at Port Arthur), and was addressed to Reval. The cover is franked with five 
adhesives of 7 kop. (1889 issue, horiz. laid) cancelled with the Volunteer Fleet circular cancellation Type I 
(serial No. 3). The registration label is white, and is ofan unusual type, reading PARAKHOD/OD ESSA-/ 
VLADIVOSTOK/247. On the reverse of the cover there is a further circular cancellation of the vessel, 
in the same type, but dated 1-IV-1900; also a transit marking of ODESSA 69 dated 2-IV-1900: and an 
incomplete arrival cancellation of REVAL. The letter took just one month to reach Odessa. 

(4) CENTRAL FIELD POST OFFICE, KHARBIN 
This is a wrapper which contained lithographic papers (to quote the Russian inscription at the 

bottom left hand side) and was sent from the East Siberian Military Telegraph Battalion in Kharbin. to 
St. Aubin-sur-Mer in Calvados, France (to the wife of the Colonel, we understand from the 
Russian inscription on the cover). The wrapper is franked by three adhesives I k., 7k., and !Ok. of the 
1902issue(verticallylaidpaper), and cancelled by a double circle type reading GLAVN. TZENTR. 
POLEY. POCHT. KONT. serial letter "ze." The registration label is of the same Central F.P.O.-No. 
139. Mr. Liphschutz points out that this wrapper is actually the first item where the cancellation of the 
Central F.P.O. Kharbin has been found obliterating postage stamps. Hitherto the cancellation has been 
recorded only on military stampless covers. 

THE "THREE SOLID TRIANGLE" EKSPEDITSIVA POSTMARKS OF 1921-22 
H. Q. Marris 

With reference to Dr. Wortman's interesting article in Journal No. 35, some time ago, on the slender 
evidence of fourteen covers bearing this type of oval (Moscow) or circular postmark (Petrograd. Odessa 
and Archangel), I formed the following tentative theory as to their function:-

Although, by the end of 1920, all metropolitan Russia was under Soviet control, it seems reasonable 
to think that the Government might, for a year or two, have considered it expedient to keep a fatherly 
eye on persons sending letters to individuals abroad. This could be done by the simple process of taking 
one or two "spot" samples from batches of foreign mail and checking the contents and, sometimes. investi
gating the sender. After this they might then have returned the letters to the normal postal service. after 
applying a Security clearance handstamp. 

I suggest that the "special" postmarks described by Dr. Wortman may, in fact, be Security clear
ance or Censor's marks, designed to resemble true postmarks in order to avoid provoking an outcry from 
foreign recipients and the foreign Press, on the subject of censorship in a "free" Country. 

The covers provide the following information, which gives circumstantial evidence in support of 
his theory:-
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All the covers had foreign destinations. 
All the covers were sent by individuals to individuals. (It would be interesting to know if many 

of these "special" marks appear on postcards or on letters sent by Government Departments or Trade 
Agencies!). 

If these marks are merely transit postmarks why do they appear on such a small proportion of the 
foreign mail? 

A cover, from Podolsk to Riga, bears a Podolsk postmark of 23/2/21, a normal Moscow postmark 
of 25/2/21, and a "special" oval Moscow mark of 16/4/21. This letter was, therefore, delayed in Moscow 
for 51 days! 

A cover, from Batetsk to Riga, bears a Batetskpostmark ofS/9/21, a normal Petrograd postmark of 
9/9/21, a "special" Petrograd mark of 13/9/21, and another normal Petrograd postmark of 14/9/21. This 
sandwich between two normal postmarks provides evidence that the "special" mark may well be used 
for a purpose which is not essentially postal, in view of the fact that the two normal Petrograd postmarks 
are both from the same Ekspeditsiya, indicating that the letter may have been removed from the care of 
the Post Office from 9th to 14th September. 

No "special" marks are dated earlier than the normal postmarks of the same town. Those for 
Odessa and Archangel bear the same dates as the normals. Apart from these, all the "special" marks 
(when applied at the town of origin of the letter) bear dates from one to five days later than the normals. 

Incidentally, by no means all the marks are black! One Moscow mark is in green (this one also 
shows the longest delay period of those letters which emanated from Moscow). All my Petrograd marks 
in 1921 were applied in violet. 

EKSPEDITSIYA POSTMARKS WITH TRIANGLES ON UKRAINE CARDS AND 
COVERS 
Dr. R. Seichter 

Since the discussion on Ekspeditsiya postmarks in Nos. 35 and 36 of the Journal by Dr. Wortman. 
I have looked through the several hundred cards and covers in my Ukraine collection and found three 
groups of these postmarks: 

(A) Petrograd only, red, 27 mm. diameter, double circle, with a long date-bridge. In the over 
double-semi-circle: "Petrograd," in the half-moon under the bridge: "12" and in the under 
double-semi-circle "6 Eksp." Once I found the word "Ekspeditsiya" not abbreviated and 
once black, 22 mm. only diameter and under the bridge not "12," but "i 1 Eksped. i." 

(B) Petrograd and Moscow. black, 29-30 mm. diameter, double-circle, also a long date-bridge, 
but at beginning (left) and at the end (right) a large number, either twice the same, or at left 
"N" and at right a number. In the under semi-circle inscription: "Ekspeditsiya" (once not 
abbreviated) and different numbers before. Also in machine-postmark Moscow. Once 
also with Kharkov and once Leningrad. 

(C) Petrograd, violet (once black) and all black, double-circles with: Bachmut, Kharkov, Ekater
inoslav, Moscow, Nikolaev, Odessa and Poltava in the over double-circle and "Ekspedif' 
besides at right, and in the under double-semi-circle the 3 triangles. Diameter here 24 to 
30 mm. Once I noted a form similar to group 2, but with 3 little triangles, below, from Kiev. 
Oval stamp with triangles, I have only one from Moscow. Except for one Leningrad, date 
18.5.25, the years are 20, 21 and 22 only. It seems, that the triangles were in existence 
throughout Russia. 

For my own purposes I call them depot-date stamps, because the letters were put apart for some 
special reason, or to be put on one side, if communications were hindered, or intermediate date-stamps, 
because they were used between arrival and departure. 

Because the letters with these stamps often went to foreign countries, it is possible that the date
stamps indicated the arrival at a central point for control of the way only, or they were retained and con
trolled for policy and value, because the years 1920 to 1922 were very troublesome in Russia, money 
becoming valueless. By examining the postmarks we can note sometimes a delay of several days and 
months; (I) by the long routes; (2) by the bad communications during that time, or (3) by a control. 
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Though my information is limited to the region that particularly interests me, Ukraine, l hope that 
it can be a little help towards elucidating the Triangle-Ekspeditsiya-Date-stamps. I give here a list 
of my cards and letters: 

(A) 1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Kiev-Petrograd. Registered Ukrainian Stationery-card with added JO Sh. --:-- 40 Sh. 
19.5.19. registr.-Postmark. 

Eksp. Petrograd red, 24.5.19. 27mm. 
Kiev-Petrograd. Registered Letter (label), 50 Kop. perf. Kiev ll, 24.5.19.-Eksp. 

Petrogr. "I," red, 31.5.19 for arrival-mark. 
Poltava-Petrograd. Registered Ukrainian Stationery-card with added JO Kop. + two 

1 Rub. imperf. without overprint, 7.9.22. 
Eksped. Petr-0grad, red, on the Ukrainian overprint (trident). 

Grebekna-Petrograd. Registered Ukrainian Stationery-card with added JO sh. -
40 sh. 17.5.19 regist.-Iabel. 

Eksped. Petrogr., red, date not legible. 
Odessa-Petrograd. Registered letter (label) 50 Kop. perf. Odessa U. 

Eksped. Petrograd on back black: 13.6.19 and red: 14.6.19. 
Odessa-Petrograd. Registered letter (label), two 50 shagiv, 24.5.19. 

Eksped. Petrograd on back, red, 31.5.19. 
Odessa-Petrograd. Registered letter (label), 50 Kop. perf. Odessa III, 24. 7.19. Arrival

postmark Petrograd black, post-office 34 and Petrograd-Eksped. red, 6.8.19 and 
7.8.19, on back. 

Kharkov-Riga. Registered letter (label) 2 items 10 Rub. perf. without overprint and 
1 item with Kharkov Type II and 5 Kop. perf. without overprints ( = 5 Rub.) 25.1.21, 

Petrograd Eksped, black, 28 mm. 9.1.21 and Petrograd, I Eksped, group B. 30mm. 
bridge: "14.9. Jan. 21 14" (month by letters) and a second similar postmark, 

bridge: "28.7.2.21 28" (month by a number), all black. 

(B) 1. Chmielov-Moscow. Letter, not registered, with Poltava JO+ 15 Kop. perf. 10.12.18. 
Arrival-machine-postmark Moskva, I Eksped. 3.3.19 and handstamp I Eksped. 
30 mm., bridge: '"N 4.3.19 8" N and 8 large. 

2. Krolevetz-Moscow. Registered letter (label) with two 2 Kop. imperf. and two 3 Kop. 
perf. Kiev II (=10 Rub.) 10.12.20 and 15.12.20 arrival-postmark Moskva 34, 
black, and Eksped. V below and bridge: "N 14.12.20 T', black, 30 mm. 

3. Berditchev-Moscow. Registered letter (label) with 2 items 2 Kop. imperf. and 2 items 
3 Kop. imperf. Kiew II (-10 Rub.) 28.12.20. Arrival-stamp Moskva 8.1.21. and 
Eksped.-stamp "Ekspeditsiya" not abbreviated, bridge: 2 6.1.21. 2," the 2 half-moons 

over and under the bridge vertically hatched. 
4. Nikolaev-Santa Fe, Rosario, Argentina. Letter with 35 Kop. perf. Odessa III on back, 

25.11.18 and machine-stamp Moskva, 7.3.19 and "5 Eksped." below. Evidently 
it remained here. 

5. Gaisin-Berlin. Fiscal stamp 3 Rub. (one taken off) 15.11.21. Arrival Moskva, mach
ine stamp, bridge: "5 30.11.21. 5" with Eksped. below and handstamp, black 4.12.21 

with Eksped. I below. No Berlin-arrival stamp (letter). 
6. Olschano-Moscow. Letter with 35 Kop. perf. Kharkov I, 27.12.18 postmark 

Olschano Kharkovskoe. Arrival Moskva machine-st., bridge: A 23.l.19A 5 (?) 
and "Eksped" below 6 letters without number, but "GOR.POSCHT." besides. 
Milit. Censor Nr. 95. 

7. Osnova-Moscow. Ukrainian stationery-card with answer-card, 18.12.18. Moskva 
arrival, bridge: "No. 10.2.18 7." and "I Ekspeditsiya"' not abbreviated. Milit. 
Censor. Nr. 26. · 

8. Bogoduchov-Moscow. Ukrainian stationery-card 17.5.19. Arrival Moskva machine
st. bridge: "5 22.V.19. 5" and Ekspeditsiya not abbreviated. A second arrival
st. Losinoostrovskaya 23.5.19. 

9. Kharkiv-Moscow. Registered letter, reg.-stamp, Ukrainian stationery-cover 7 Kop. 
besides 4=block I Kop. perf. Kiev II and 35 Kop. perf. Khark. Type VI (Arnold) 
22.5.19. Arrival-st. Moskva, bridge: "No. 25.5.19. 7" and V Eksp. below, handstamp. 
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10. Ekaterinoslav-Moscow. Ukrainian stationery-card, 2.3.19. Arrival Moskva, machin
st. bridge: "5 14.3.19. 5" and below "Eksped. Gor. Poscht." 

11. Kharkiv-Leningrad. Ukrainian stationery-card, overprint and eagle annulated, very 
late use 14.5.25 Soviet postage stamp 3 Kop. Arrival stamp (1) Leningrad, bridge: 
"1.18.25. I" and "24" below (Michel 230); (2) Leningrad, bridge: 18.5.25" (a short 
bridge) b,~sides in the double-circle at left: l and at right a. below: "4 Eksp," large 
black diameter 30 mm. 

12. Kiev-Moscow. Registered letter (label) with 3R. Ministerial Overprint. Moscow 
30 mm. No. 20.5.19 7 and V Eksp. at bottom. In black. (Arrival postmark). 

13. Kiev-Moscow. Ukrainian stationery cover 35/lOk. only. Moscow machine post
mark. Bridge with star 29.8.19 3 (?) and "S EKSP"' below. Also double circle 
cancellation in black 30.8.19. 

14. Starodub-Moscow. Registered letter (label) with 2k. imperf. without overprint and two 
pairs 4k. imperf. Kiev I ( = 18 Rub.). Moskva black, bridge No. 31. 12.20 7 and 
V EKSPED below and Moskva double circle bridge type cancellation in black: 
A 2.1.21 A(?) with ID below. 

IS. Simferopol-Wursburg. Ukrainian stationery-card with reply half, two sides written 
as a letter. Soviet stamps have been removed. Written date 14.11.21. Moskva 
black, double circle 24 mm. 20.11.21, no "12" in the half moon under the "bridge" 
but "I Eksped" below. . 

(Cl I. Irkliev-? Part of an Ukrainian stationery-card with Poltava 10/7 Kop. blue-green 
overprint, 15.11.19. Nikolaev 16.6.2024 mm. Eksped. with triangles. No arrival 
postmark. 

2. Nikolaev-Petrograd. Registered letter (label). 7 Kop. and 3 Kop. imperf. Odessa 
I, 23.6.20. On back Nikolaev Eksped. 24 mm. with triangles, black 29.6.20. No. 
arrival postmark. 

3. Poltava-Petrograd. Ukrainian stationery-card, 1.6.20. Poltava Eksped. black, with 
triangles, 8.6.20, 28 mm. No arrival-postmark. 

4. Ekaterinoslav-Berlin. Registered Ukrainian stationery-card 25.2.22. The Soviet 
Postage stamps are taken off. Label "Vorri Ausland uber Berlin W 8." Arrival 
stamp Berlin 15.3.22. Ekaterinoslav Eksped 28 (?).2.22. black 30 mm. with tri
angles. 

S. Ekaterinoslav-Reval. Registered letter, handwritten number 836 and large 12 by blue 
crayon. 11.5.21. Russian stationery-cover 14 Kop. (form only?) with 10 Kop. 
Odessa III, 2 items 35 Kop. perf. Odessa II S Kop. imperf. Kiev II and S Rub. 
imperf. Kiew II f. Arrival-stamp Tallinn 26.8.21 on back, also Ekaterinoslav 
Eksped, black, 30 mm., without date in the bridge(?) and 3 triangles. 

6. Odessa-Moscow. Ukrainian stationery-card, no postage stamps, no departure-post-· 
mark. Moskva arrival post-office 69, black 1.6.21 and Odessa-Eksped, black, 
3.5.20, 29 mm. with triangles. 

7. Odessa-Berlin. Registered letter, large form, partly cut off, label, with three-strip· 
10/7 Kop. Poltava, Type II, 8.8.21 (=30 Rub.). Arrival-stamp not sawd, but 
Odessa Eksped, black, 9.8.21 (faint impression) on back. 29 mm. diameter, with 
triangles. 

8. Prischib-Jelgava. Registered letter, without post-stamps, but handwritten p.ost-paid, 
35 Rub. 9.5.21. Arrival-stamp Kulriga (?) 3.6.21, and Jelgava S.6.21. Petrograd 
Eksped, hardly legible, violet, with triangles. 26.5.21, 25 mm. Handwritten also 
"Prischib" on the label. 

9. Baku-Berlin. Ukrainian stationery-card (form) with 20 Kop. perf. aigle-st. without 
overprint, 21.6.21. No arrival-stamp, but Eksped Petrograd, 16.7.21, violet 
29 mm. with triangles (not visible) and on back machine-st. Moskva, Eksped below 
and bridge: "S, 30.6.21 S."' 

10. Bachmut-Berlin. Registered letter, aigle-stamps without overprint: I Kop. perf. (2), 
2 Kop. perf. (12), Denikin 10 Kop. (1): 26.6.22, arrival-mark: 9.7.22 and Bachmut 
Eksped 28.6.22, black, 28 mm. ("achmut" .not legible), with triangles. 
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11. Mogilev-Moscow.-Ukrainian stationery-card (Odessa) not obliterated, with fiscal 
stamp 10 Rub. 1.10.21. Arrival-st. Moskva 4.10.21, P.O. 21 on back, written: 
28/16.9.21. Moskva Eksped, black, 1.10.21, 27 mm., with triangles. 

11. Labun-Bern. Registered letter, label 20 shagiv 5 items, 11.5.21, routed to New York 
14.7.21 to Bern 25.7.21 (arrival). Russian Postmarks: (I) Petrograd Eksped, 
violet, 24.5.21. 26 mm. with triangles; (2) Petrograd, black, 22 mm., bridge: large 
i I Eksp, large i, 25.5.21; (3) Petrograd, black 30 mm., bridge: 28 23.S. 21. 28 and I 
Eksped below. 

13. Kiew-Wiesbaden. Registered letter, label, 4=block fiscal stamps l Rub. and 2 Soviet 
Russia 1000 Rub., (Michel 161 and 164), 14.11.21, and second postmark: Kievskii 
Pochtamt, black, double-circle 29 mm., short bridge : 23.11.21 and in the under 
semi-cricle 3 little triangles. On back arrival-stamp 8.12.21 and black Moskva 
1.12.21 , 24 mm., below "1 Eksp." 

14. Kharkov-Baku. Registered letter, regist.-stamp, 3, 1/2 Rub. perf. pair, without over
print, Russia, (Michel 127), and 3 Kop. imperf. overpr. Kharkov 1 and Rub. (1920), 
26.6.20 arrival-st. 18.7.20 and Kharkov Eksped, 27 mm. 1.9.20 (?) with 3 triangles, 
black. 

15. Baku-Bremen. 4.7.21. Ukrainian stationery-card, 3 Kop. with overprint, registered 
label: "Yorn Ausland uber Berlin W 8." Arrival-stamp Bremen 22.7.21. Soviet 
stamps are taken off, with postmark Moskva double-circle 28 mm. black, bridge: 
"No. 9.7.21 7" and in the under semi-circle: "V Eksp." and an oval -postmark 
Moskva Eksp. black, with the triangles below, 26 :32 mm. 

16. Simferopol-Wurzburg. Ukrainian stationery-card with answer half, both sides written 
as a letter. Bears stamps 5 Russia (Michel No. 157) =200 Rub. Written date 
5.11.21. Cancellation very faint. Moskva machine cancellation with "bridge .. : 
S 16.11.21 S, and also 30 mm. handstamp also with bridge : N 19.11.21 8 and 1 
EKSP. below. Also an oval Moskva Ekspeditsiya 8.11.21 in black, with triangles. 

FOURTH ADDENDA TO RUSSIAN FIELD POST CANCELLATIONS DURING · 
THE RUSSO-JAPANESE WAR 1904-5 
Kurt Adler 

Inscription Stars Letters Circle Date Source 
or d-double 

Numbers s-single 

A. MAIN FIELD POST OFFICE 
AlO Glavnaya polev. pocht. kont. ** m d 1. 5.06 K. Adler 

(on block of 15 of 7R. stamps on large 
piece) 

All Glavnaya polev. pocht. kont. ** d 25.11.06 do. 
(on block of four of 7R. stamps) 

Al2 Glavnaya polev. pocht. kont. ** b d 10. 4.05 do. 
(on reverse: Censorship label : Censor-

ship Commission of Rear of Man-
churian Army) 

Al3 Glavnaya polev. pocht. kont. ** g d 17. I.OS do. 
( on reverse : registry label : Kharbin, 

Main F.P.O.) 
Al4 Glavnaya polev. pocht. kont. ** ? d 11 . 1.05 do. 

(on reverse : purple four line cachet : 
Office of Commander of Eastern 
Siberian Reserve Battalions) 

AlS Glavnaya Tsentr. Polev. P. Kont. ** d d 15. 7.05 R. Ehrman 
(applied in Kharbin) 
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B. FIELD POST OFFICES 
B 1 bears also registry label: Reserve F.P.O. No. 4 and a manuscript Ninguta, which establishes the 

existence of No. 4 there (see "Used Abroad" Part V, page 450). 
B 3 bears in addition registry label: Reserve F.P.O. No. 28 and on reverse, in manuscript-Khandaok-

hetsi, which establishes the existence of No. 28 there (see "Used Abroad" Part V, page 442). 
Bl3 Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontora No. 2 3 s 23.12.04 K. Adler 
Bl4 Pol. Pocht. Kontora No. 26 ? s 23. 9.05 E. G. Peel 
Bl5 No. 11 Polevaya Pocht. Kont. Priamur 

Okr. s 6.12.04 Dr. Wortman 
(cachet of 282nd. Chernoyarkski Infan-

try Regiment) 
B16 No. 17 Polev. Pocht. Kon. Priamur Okr. 1 s 23.12.03 do. 

(on cover with printed heading: RUSSO-
CHINESE BANK, Dalny. 

Red seal of the Russo-Chinese Bank in 
Chinese, Russian and French. 

Transit F.P.O. No. 261, serial 7, 26.12.03 
-This should be T.P.O. No. 262 
since the cover was travelling in the 
direction of Kharbin-Manchuli). 

C. RESERVE FIELD POST OFFICES 
C 5 6th Reserve F.P.O. (Zapasn. Pole Poch. 

Kont.) ** 
C 6 registry label: Mukden, Reserve F.P.O. 

No. 11 (see B.J.R.P. No. 29, p.12 
and 15) 

C 7 registry label: Reserve F.P.O. No. 14 
C 8 registry label: Field Reserve P.O. No. 23 
C 9 29th Reserve F.P.O. ** 

(see B.J.R.P. No. 32, p.11 and illustrat
ions) 

ClO 12th. Zapasn. Polev. Pocht. Kont. 
(cachet of 282nd. Chernoyarski Infan

try Regiment) 

a 

b 

b 

d 18. 3.06 

d 1.10.05 

d 12.12.04 

K. Adler 

do. 
do. 

do. 
Dr. Wortman 

do. 

D. ARMY AND ARMY CORPS FIELD POST, ALSO ARMY HEADQUARTERS FIELD POST 
D32 Polev. G 1. P.K. Tyla Manchzh. Arm a d 9. 1.06 K. Adler 

(arrival postmark on cover to Yaomin 
with T.P.O. No. 150 (4)) 

D33 Polevaya Pocht. Kont. 1 Arm/Korp. 1 s 10. 5.05 K. Adler 
(on reverse: blue cachet: Hospitalof3rd. 

Artillery Brigade) 
D34 Glavnaya Kvartira Pol Poch. Kon. b d 4. 6.05 do. 

(cachet: Transport of Second Rifle Bri-
gade (in purple) 

D35 F.P.O. of 4th Siberian Army Corps d d 4. 1.05 do. 
(cachet: 146th. Zarizyn Infantry Regi-

ment) 
D36PolevayaP.K.Gl.Kv.3ManchzhurskArm. s 2. 2.05 do. 

(purple cachet: 6th. Sotnia of 1st. 
Argunsk Regiment of Siberian 
Cossack Soldiers) 

D37 No. 18 Polevaya Pocht. Kont. Priamur ? s 4. 7.01 M. Liphschutz 
Okr. 

(operating in Tong-Ku (see B.J.R.P. 
No. 28, p.7)) 
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D38 No. 18 Polevaya Pocht. Kont. Priamur. 
Okr. 

(blue postmark, written at Lien-Shan
K wan?) 

D39 Polevaya P.K.Gl.Kv.3 Manchzur Arm. 
(red cachet: deliver without postage due, 

probably applied in Lodz) 
D40 Polevaya Poch. Kont. 19th. Army Korpusa 

(This 19th Army Corps arrived at the 
front too late and could not take 
part in the fighting. On 10k. stamp) 

D41 Polevaya Pochtovaya Kontore 1 Arm. 
Korpusa 

(cachet of 146th Tsaritsin Infantry Regt.) 

E. FIELD POST OFFICES WITH TOWN NAMES 
E 5 Tsitsikar Pole"· P.T.K. v Manchur. 
£6 No. 13 Polev. Pocht. Kon. Priamur. Okr. 

(Regn. label reading: Inkow Polevaya 
P.T. Kontora) 

E7 Kharbin Pocht. Tel. Kont. 
(regn. label reading: Kharbin Pol. 

Pocht.-T.K.) 
E 8 Mukden Polev. Tel. Ot. Priamur. Ok. 

(with censor cachet reading: Pechat 
Tsenzumavo Otdielenie Shtab Glav-
nokomanduiushchii) 

E9 Hailarskaya Pol. P.T. Kont. 

s 28. 4.04 R. Ehrman 

4 s 27.11.05 K. Adler 

s 7.10.05 do. 

3 s 19. 9.04 Dr. Wortman 

b d 3. 1.06 M. Liphschutz 
1 s 8. 7.03 Dr. Wortman 

5 s 16. 7.03 do. 

s 17.12.04 do. 

a d 2. 9.06 do. 

G. POSTMARKS FROM THEATRE OF WAR WITHOUT SPECIAL FIELD POST DESIGNAT
IONS 
026 Kharbin-Port Arthur 

(double oval T.P.O. 265) 
G27 Kharbin Korpusn. Gorodok 
G28 Mukden 

(to Riga. Cachet: 4th. Battalion of 97 
Livland Regiment, named after Field 
Marshal Count Sheremetyev) 

G29 Mukden 
(Jo Riga. Cachet: Staff of 5th. Siberian 

Army Corps. Letter written in Sin-
Khuan-Dy on captured Japanese 
stationery) 

G30 T.P.O. 261 (I) Manchuria-Kharbin 
(to Riga. Two cachets: 1st. purple double 

oval: Livi. Field Lazaret of Red 
Cross. 2nd. black in three lines: 
Livland Field Lazaret of Red Cross 
Society No ....... ) 

G31 T.P.O. 153 (6) Khabarovsk-Vladivostok 
(cover bears imprint of Red Cross and 

text: From the Plenipotentiary Sen-
ior Doctor of the branch of St. 
Petersburg Alexander Society of the 
Red Cross in the Far East. Cover 
stampless because of official medical 
mail) 

V 

V 

a 

b 
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d 

d 
d 

d 

s 

s 

6. 1.05 

20. 9.05 
28. 1.05 

17.10.04 

26. 9.05 

22.10.04 

K. Adler 

M. Liphschutz 
K. Adler 

do. 

do. 

do. 
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G32 Vladivostok 21.6.05 to St. Petersburg, 
arrived 12.7.05 

(cover bears two cachets: First one in 
purple: 22nd. company of Vladivos
tok Fortress Artillery. Reverse has 
some cachet but negative print) 

G33 T.P.O. ? (possibly 263) Kharbin-Vladi
vostok 

(to Narva. Cover bears negative cachet 
in brown: 16th. Company of 145th 
Novocherkassk Regiment) 

G34 Cover from Vladivostok to Odessa with 
cachet of 1st. Coy. 1st. Ussuriisk 
Railway Battalion 

G35 T.P.O. No. 242 on postcard franked 
with cachet of Commandant of the 
Station and Wharf of Tankhoi 
(Siberia) 

G36 Cover with Kharbin Rly. Stn. franked 
with cachet of Muster Point, Rear 
Evacuation Commission 

AN INTERESTING ARMENIAN COVER 

d 

5 s 

s 

24. 8.04 

22.11.04 

29.12.04 

22. 5.05 

do. 

K. Adler 

Dr. Wortman 

K. Adler and 
Dr. Wortman 

Dr. Wortman 

On page 38 of B.J.R.P. No. 36, reference was made to two "lost" Armenian covers, which had been 
sent originally by Sir Harry Luke when he was in Erivan on 21.4.20. Clearly he had an interest in phil
ately at the time, and had asked for as many stamps as were available to be put on two covers (one of which 
he addressed to himself at Erivan, and the other he addressed to his son, Master Peter Luke, at Water
ingbury, Kent). The stamps were cancelled by the normal ERIVAN "d" cancellation of 21.4.20, but 
we are not sure whether the covers actually went through the post, since no transit markings are evident. 
Possibly they did not go through the post, but as the covers were unregistered, transit markings may not 
have been applied. 

As reported, Mr. Andrew Cronin (New York) managed to secure one of these covers and has kindly 
sent a reduced picture of it for reproduction in the Journal (see the illustration in the centre pages). Many 
of the stamps were applied in pairs, and mostly show handstamps of types E5 or E6; exception being 
the 3R.50K. in the second row (? type E3); the 25k. (the type on which seems too small to be E3, and might 
be A2, a type which was used normally at Aleksandropol) and the 50k. in the same row(? E3 again). 

MODERN SOVIET STAMPS: VARIETIES WORTH LOOKING FOR 

A. S. Waugh 

I. On 20th April, 1964 the Soviet Ministry of Communications issued a 4k. commemorative stamp 
for the 94th Birthday of the founder of the State, V. I. Lenin. Designed by P. V. Vasiliev, it was printed 
by two processes, by lithography for the two areas of solid colour, pale buff and cerise, and by recess print
ing for the head and background of Lenin. The simple and effective design was marred by the engraving 
being too fine and lacking in strength. Early wear was inevitable on this first die, and recently (Spring 
1965) a completely unannounced second die and printing was issued. From the enlarged illustrations, 
(see centre pages), the second printing on the right of the two stamps is easily distinguishable, fine yet 
bold line and criss-cross background give an entirely vitalised appearance. The engraved area is larger 
than the first die, and provides an interesting variety for the Russian collector. 
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2. Notes by A. Fomin, in issue No. 64 of "Rossica"' (page 45) report an interesting retouch on 
the 15k. stamp of the 1941 Industrial Issue showing a Blast Furnace, (Soviet catalogue No. 823). This 
shows an area over the second chimney that was re-engraved to cover damage to the printing plate. Occurr
ing on stamp No. 36 in the 12½ x 12 issue. Mr. Fomin was able to illustrate his find. The writer has also 
been fortunate in obtaining a specimen which is now illustrated for the benefit of British collectors. In 
appearance the retouch shows a!; a dark patch of smoke, but on being enlarged the lines become apparent, 
bearing out Mr. Fomin's contention that the retoucher engraved ten inclined lines which made the chimney 
about a millimetre shorter. A variety well worth looking for! 

MODERN SOVIET PERFORATION VARIETIES (IV) 

A. S. Waugh 

During the interval since October 1964 when the most recentlistingoftheseinterestingimperforatex 
perforate varieties was published (in Journal No. 35) a considerable number of new items have come to 
light, which we are now pleased to illustrate. Much of this material coming direct from the Soviet Union 
is new, many varieties are not listed, and we hope our friends on the Continent working on the new catal
ogue will find our lists helpful. 

Mr. Eric Parsons (Tad worth, Surrey) reports SG 1189; the 1946 Kalinin 20k. stamp imperf. at 
base, and SG 1296, the 800 years Moscow 1 Rouble (old Moscow, from Vastnetsov painting) a vertical 
pair imperf. between. The latter item having been used on a Registered cover, so not orily are these items 
valid for postage, they are also used-albeit sometimes! Mr. Andrew Swatkovsky of Washington. D.C., 
U.S.A. has also acquired a few more specimens, including Scott 666, the 5k. Yalta stamp imperf. on Left. 
Scott 577, 3k. Tolstoy, lmperf. vertical between. 

As in previous articles, we continue with the numbering system and it is noted that with these two 
pages of illustrations (see centre pages) we top the century, starting at 88 and finishing at I 18. As a matter 
of interest to members, at the time of going to press, the author has noted, and recorded, some 300 of these 
stamps, including those already listed by catalogues, auction listings, and those held in private hands. 
New examples come along at the rate of about ten per month, and there seems to be no end at the moment. 
As the lists commence in 1935, many more may exist from before that date. 

PLATE V 

lllustration No. 
85. 1937. PUSHKIN !Ok. lmperf. Top. CTO. 
86. 1937. DZERZHINSKY. !Ok. Pair lmperf., between and lmperf. Left. CTO. 
87. 1937. DZERZHINSKY. 10k. lmperf. Top. CTO. 
88. 1940. CHEKOV. 15k. Imperf. Top. Mint. 
89. 1939. AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION. !Ok. Imperf. Left. Mint. 
90. 1939. AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION. I Rouble. Pair Imperf. Between. CTO. 
91. 1939. AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION. I Rouble. Imperf. Base. CTO. 
92. 1940. REUNION OF WEST UKRAINE. 60k. lmperf. top. CTO. 
93. 1940. SANITORIUMS. 5k. lmperf. Left. CTO. 
94. 1940. SANITORIUMS. 15k. lmperf. Right. CTO. 
95. 1943. MAXIM GORKI. 60k. Imperf. Base. CTO. 
96. 1946. MOSCOW VIEWS. 45k. lmperf. Right. CTO. 
97. 1946. FIVE YEAR PLAN. 30k. Pair imperf. between. Mint. 
98. 1946. FIVE YEAR PLAN. 30k. Corner pair, double perforation. CTO. 
99. 1946. FIVE YEAR PLAN. 5k. lmperf. base. Mint. 

100. 1946. AIRFORCE. 15k. lmperf. left. Mint. 
101. 1945. KUTOVSKY. 60k. Pair Imperf. Right. Mint. 

PLATE VI 

Illustration No. 
102. 1937. ARCHITECTURAL 3k. Strip of Four, Imperf. Top. CTO. 
103. 1935. TOLSTOY. 20k. lmperf. Right. CTO. 
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104. 1944. LENIN. 50k. lmperf. Right. Mint. 
105. 1945. STALINGRAD. 3 Roubles. Imperf. Right. CTO. 
106. 1943. PATRIOTIC WAR. 4•5k. lmperf. Base. CTO. 
107. 1939. DEFINITIVES. 5k. Pair, lmperf. Left. Mint. 
108. 194-6. UNION ARMS. 30k. (Ukraine) lmperf. Left. Mint. 
109. 1946. UNION ARMS. 30k. (Latvia). Imperf. Left. · Mint. 
110. 1952. DEFINITIVES 2 Roubles. lmperf. Right. Postally used. 
111. 1949. LOCOMOTIVES. 50k. lmperf. Left. Mint. 
112. 1947. LENIN. 30k. GREEN, Imperf. Left. Mint. 
113. 1947. LENIN. 30k. BLUE, lmperf. Base. Mint. 
114. 1958. SOVIET REPUBLICS. 40k. (Riga). lmperf. Top. Mint. 
115. 1946. MOSCOW VIEWS. 5k. Imperf. Top. Mint. 
116. 1953. VOLGA DON CANAL. 40k. Imperf. Top. CTO. 
117. 1956. AGRICULTURAL EXHIBITION. 1 Rouble. lmperf. Right. Mint. 
118. 1949. UZBEKISTAN. 20k. Imperf. Base. CTO. 

OBITUARIES 
JOHN BARRY 

It was with profound regret that we learned that John Barry, for nineteen years our Honorary Sec
retary. passed away on 20th May, 1965. As readers will know, John had suffered from poor health for 
many years, but was latterly clearly less able to overcome the bouts of illness to which he was increasingly 
susceptible. Even so, his death came as a great shock. We paid tribute to John only in our last issue, 
emphasising the immense debt the Society owes to him, for he virtually built it up, letter by letter, over 
those years from 1945 until 1964, until he could delight in saying we had attained the double century in 
membership. 

When he was visited just before Christmas last, he seemed bright and cheerful, and plans were 
tentatively made to utilise his collection of Lenin Mourning stamps as the basis for a "special subject" 
in this issue. A second visit to Sutton, to make final arrangements for the series of articles, was promised 
for May or June. 

John was invariably so busy doing the chores of the Society that he hardly had the chance 
to expound his own considerable knowledge of Russian philately. Nevertheless, he found time to pen 
a number of interesting articles and we are grateful for his contributions to the Journal on T.P.O. can
cellations; R.S.F.S.R. issues; early Soviet stamps and varieties; Censor Markings ; and Zemstvos. Mem
bers will recollect the fine displays he gave to the Society, both in earlier and later years, especially those 
relating to the revolutionary period. From correspondents in Russia he often secured breathtaking covers 
and other material, which he incorporated in his displays without comment, and with a twinkle in his 
eyes, he would await the exclamations! John"s interests were wide, and he compiled splendid collections 
of Zemstvos, Postal Wagon Cancellations on cover: Postmaster Provisionals; Early Soviet Issu,es; as well 
as more modern Space covers and cachets. An ardent Esperantist, his interest in Russian stamps was 
very likely sparked off by correspondence with Russia between the Wars. 

As recounted in B.J.R.P. 36, John, apart from being Honorary Secretary, was elected President 
of the Society in 1952, and was co-editor of the Journal from 1952 to 1957. He was also British represent
ative of the Rossica Society over the past eleven years. He will be mourned deeply by countless friends 
throughout the Russian stamp world. 

The funeral was held privately, John having stipulated there should be no flowers or mourning. 
To Margaret, his wife, and to his family, we offer our sincerest condolences. 

P. T. A. 

CHARLES STIBBE 
On Easter Monday, 19th April, Charles Stibbe, one of our Founder Members, passed peacefully 

away at the age of 81. Toward the end of February he fell and cracked his right hip bone suffering con
siderable shock from the fall. 

During the early days of the Society, sections of his outstanding collections of Zemstvos and Imper
ial Russia were always readily made available to members for reference or study, and his wide experience 
was invaluable in the conduct of its affairs. 
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An unassuming manner, coupled with a charming smile, brought him many friends, all of whom 
were surprised when he decided in 1957 to dispose of his collections, particularly his favourite Zemstvos. 
To those ofus who visited him in his lovely home on the outskirts of Eastbourne, long cherished m:!mories 
of his hospitality will ever remain. A fortnight spent at "The Spinney" in April, 1952, pouring over rarit
ies in his albums (and making notes!) will always be remembered as the highlight of one member·s philate
lic experiences. 

His knowledge of the Zemstvo issues was extensive, and a great deal of correspondence concern
ing them passed between him and Theodore Lavroff before and during the Second World War. Collect
ors of Zemstvos owe a debt of gratitude to Charles, not only for assistance cheerfully given at all times. 
but for the pains he took in annotating the items in the vast collection he assembled. Many of us who 
made purchases at 50 Pall Mall now realise how intensely he studied his stamps. 

As his friend and correspondent for twenty-eight years I can think of no one more fitted to write 
these lines than Charles Stibbe:-

"Great Knowledge or fame I shall never claim
And honours just pass me by, 
But the older I grow, the more I know 
That people are glad to find 
Somebody like me, who"s ready to be 
Gentle and friendly and kind." 

Those who knew him will mourn his loss deeply, and to present and future members of the B.S.R.P., 
the "Stibbe Rose Bowl" will be a perpetual reminder of a generous and kindly pioneer in our hobby. 

C. C. H. 

F. JULIUS FOHS 
We are sorry to record the death of Mr. F. Julius Fohs, of Houston, Texas, which occurred earlier 

this year. Although having recently disposed of his collection, and resigned from the Society, Mr. Fohs 
was an enthusiastic collector for many years, having written several intricate contributions for B.J.R.P. 
on the Arms Type Issues, and, more recently, with Mr. Kurt Adler, on Pre-Stamp Markings of imperial 
Russia. Members of B.S.R.P. had the pleasure of meeting him in London in August 1962, when a pleas
ant afternoon was spent at the Kingsley Hotel "talking stamps." By profession Mr. Fohs was a geologist. 
being associated with the Texan Oil industry. 

REV. WILFRED BENTLEY 
It was a profound shock to read of the death of Rev. Wilfred Bentley, of Stockton, near Rugby, 

who was killed in a road accident on 11th March, 1965. He was 49 years old. For some years Rev. 
Bentley had been a member of B.S.R.P., although he had innumerable more serious philatelic interests, 
the major ones being France (on which he was in the process of publishing a series of detailed handbooks). 
Guatemala, and cancellations of Great Britain. 

CORRESPONDENCE 
We had promised readers a series of articles on the Lenin Mourning [ssue for this number, but 

owing to the sad death of John Barry, whose superb collection we were going to use as a basis for illus
tration purposes, we have had to defer this subject for the present. The present Journal therefore reverts 
to its usual general nature. We hope to try and concentrate on a single subject again in the March 1966 
issue, when the aim will be to put some interesting articles together on Transcaspia and Turkestan. areas 
which have received but scant attention in past Journals. Readers who would like to contribute items 
or articles under this heading are cordially invited to contact the Editor as soon as possible. Articles for 
publication must be received, typewritten if possible please, by the end of December. 

Mr. S. D. Tchilinghirian (Clarens) sends two tracings of Armenian postmarks which were not 
included in the illustrations of cancellations on Soviet Armenian issues in Part IV of "The Postage Stamps 
of Armenia" (1960). These are illustrated in the centre pages, and show VORONTSOVKA TIFL. "b .. 
30.7.22. (Collection K. Freyman) and KARAVANSARAI 2. 8 ?? (Collection Prof. 0. Winterstein). 
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Vorontsovka, although previously in Tiflis Guberniya (Lori-Borchalo district) was incorporated in the 
Soviet Republic of Arml!nia (as was Allahverdi and several other places) in February 1921. Karavan
sarai was originally in Elisavetpol Gub. although, like Delizhan, was incorporated into the Republic of 
Armenia. The Editor can also add several items in this category-a further VORONTSOVKA "b" can
cellation (dated 3.6.23); ASHTARAK ERIV. "a·· (dated 16.5.23); and two examples of a completely new 
type of circular Postal Wagon cancellation, evidently brought into use when the Dzhulfa-Tiflis railway 
line was re-opened. Both these examples show a similar portion of the cancellation but it seems that the 
wording reads DZHULFA 230 (? TIFLIS or TBILISI). One of the items shows a date which is 13.9.23 .. 
It now remains for an example of its companion of route 229-in the reverse direction-to be found. Can 
anyone help? Another intriguing cancellation is on the Armenian stamp l00,000/2000R. T.S.F.S.R .. 
currency set (handstamp in red, type 84,) with what might appear to be BASHBASHI NAKHITCHEVAN 
( ?). If this hopeful identification proves to be correct, it would be the first to be recorded from this place, 
at the time part of t\le Autonomous District of Nakhitchevan. As it is impressed lightly on a black stamp, 
it is difficult to be sure, and quite impossible to make any satisfactory sort of drawing. 

An interesting letter from Mr. Ellsworth L. Filby (Kansas City) shows that he was pleased with the 
"spread" on North Russia, and would like us to do another write up on the Siberian Adventure. This 
we could probably do, but Mrs. Edith Faulstich (Yonkers) already has a comprehensive work on the Postal 
History of the Campaign on the stocks, so maybe we will wait awhile before rushing into print! Mr. 
Filby says he was astounded to find, whilst he was in England last summer, that the United States had air 
bases at Poltava, Mirgorod and Pryatin, in the Ukraine, in World War II. So far he has found the A.P.O. 
number of Poltava, which was A.P.O. 798,-so everybody start searching for covers. Mr. Filby was kind 
enough to send some interesting notes he abstracted from official records which highlight the difficulties 
encountered with Russia in setting up these bases. 

Several errors occurred in Mr. V. von Rychter's article featured on page 29 of B.J.R.P. 36. These 
were made by the Editor when he was typing out the manuscript, and he regrets any inconvenience. On 
p.29, 11th line from the bottom of the page, the name should be Kankrin and not Kanskin; on page 30 
("Via Memel and Prussia"') after Amsterdam and Rotterdam "America" is omitted; also p.30 ("Via 
Radzivillov") the name should read "Prov.Volyn," not Volga; line 41, same page, should read "Podole·· 
and not "Podolia"; and in line 42, not "Yatchina" but "Gatchina." 

In an interesting letter Mr. H. Q. Marris (Huddersfield) describes a registered cover he has of 31.7.15 
from ST. KARMAK OMSK RAILWAY to Huddersfield. The cover bears the printed address of a pulp 
and paper manufacturer ("Uspensky Factory Tiumen Uyezd"). The St. Karmak post office was prob
ably of reasonable importance as the name and registration No. are printed, and not applied by hand
stamp as sometimes occurs in minor offices. Both Mr. Marris and Dr. R. Seichter are intrigued by the 
Three Triangle Ekspeditsiya cancellations of 1921/22 and even if Dr. Wortman is prepared to let the matter 
drop(!) ("Correspondence·• B. J. R. P. 36) many ofus still feel that these cancellations indicate some form 
of control, if not actual censorship. Mr. Marris and Dr. Seichter have both sent us interesting contribut
ions on this theme, and we await still further comments from readers! 

Andrew Cronin (New York) informs us that Bulgaria is planning an International Philatelic Exhibit
ion in Sofia next year. If the proposal is accepted, Andrew feels that it might be a good thing if 
B.S.R.P.-ers exhibited, and showed what the West can do! 

Mr. Max Ayer (Alberquerque. New Mexico) has been interested in the recent articles on Azerbai
jan by I. L. G. Baillie and P. T. Ashford (B.J.R.P. Nos. 32, 33, and 35). He is fortunate in possessing the 
late W. E. Hughes' collection of Azerbaijan, in which there are two large blocks ofthe25 Rouble "Mussa
wat" stamp, in the second printing on grey newsprint. Due to the author's shortage of material of this 
particular value and printing, they could only guess at the actual order of transfer varieties. From what 
Mr. Ayer says, it would seem that the second printing is definitely in blocks of six transfers (3 hor. x 2 
vert.); subjects A, C, and E showing a large ''2"; and subjects A, D, and E showing the "dot" indicated 
in the original illustration. Mr. Ayer points out that not all groups seem to be in quite the same order. 
and arrangement lower in the sheet-in the lowest rows-are not necessarily the same. 

Boris Pritt (Eastcote) follows up the report by Eric Peel in B.J.R.P. 33 abouJ unusual cancellations 
in the Baltic Provinces by saying he is now the lucky possessor of a post card from ST. DAUGEL"N VOL · 
MARSK P.P., a small place about 15 miles from Vol'mar, being addressed to Ramkau. He sends us 
tracings of both cancellations (see centre pages) and also, as far as he knows, a tracing of the only example 
of the cancellation RIGA VISTAVKA l VR.P-T OTD. l.IX.1901-Riga Exhibition, Temporary P.O. 
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Boris also sends tracings of two Warsaw cancellations, one reading "Eksp. receipt of ordinary correspond
ence and Express," the other "Eksp. despatch of ordinary correspondence and parcels." 

Basil Drennan (Oxford) was having an entertaining time recently looking through old files of The 
Times in the Bodleian Library when he came across the following report, which he thought would amuse 
us (and he was right!). As Basil says it is typical of The Times of that period when it was owned by Lord 
Northcliffe. 

"The Times Feb. 22, 1913. (From our correspondent, St. Petersburg, Feb. 20) NEW RUSSIAN 
STAMPS WITHDRAWN. The new Romanoff Tercentem1.ry commemorative postage stamps bearing 
effigies of the present Tsar and several other Tsars are to be withdrawn in deference to the susceptibilities 
of a number of minor post office officials who have refused to impress the oblit,::rating stamp on these 
portraits. These loyal and eminently respectable scruples are typical of the mind of the vast masses of 
the Russian people." 

Mr. C. Angus Parker (London W.C.2) sends us the following interesting note on "Ultramar .. hand
stamps: "Adhesives of a variety of countries and periods are known handstamped "ULTRAMAR"" in 
violet but it was only recently that [ recorded it on Russian stamps for the first time. The items are:
Russia 1906, 5R. and lOR. adhesives; Russian P.O's in China 1907, 5R. and lOR. overprinted KITAI. 
All stamps (both those overprinted or handstamped SPEClMEN and ordinary unused adhesives circul
ated in lieu of "Specimen" stamps) sent through the U.P.U. at Berne to the Portuguese Post Office receive 
this handstamp as an extra security marking before they are despatched to their Colonies and Post Offices 
abroad (ULTRAMAR means "overseas"). Nearly all the examples seen by me show signs of having been 
removed from official archives and have little or no gum. Rather frequently they are stained or discol
oured: and sometimes ruined (though still interesting) if the colours are not fast. lt would appear, there
fore, that the additional security afforded by the use of this handstamp did not have the desired effect!" 

It was only right that Cliff Handford (Chesterfield) should castigate us for suggesting that Mr. H. F. 
Blease's fine Imperial Stamp Booklet (Outstanding Items, B.J.R.P. 36) was the only one in the country, 
when he had himself a superb copy in his albums, which he has trea5ured these last twenty years. Well, 
Cliff, we are sorry! All the more so, for on our many and pleasurable visits to Chesterfield, we thought 
we had all the superlative items in your collections tucked away in the recesses of the memory! It is 
inexcusable!! 

TOURING THE SOVIET UNION 1965 

A. S. Waugh 

On Sunday, July 4th, my wife and I left Gatwick airport by Soviet Jet airliner T.U.104, No. 48,507, 
on the first tour to the U.S.S.R., organised by lntourist and -the Wayfarer Travel Agency. We were to 
spend the next fourteen days seeing three of the most interesting cities of Russia, travelling by air to save 
time. We visited Leningrad, Riga, and Moscow, our itinerary including historical monuments and pal
aces, places of cultural interest, and many of the latest modern developments. Our party of ten found 
itself free to keep to the programme or go an where by themselves; we could see anything we wished within 
reason, and go where we liked. As an ardent philatelist, I took full advantage of this opportunity to 
explore post offices, stamp shops, railway stations, and meet Russian members of the hobby. The follow
ing notes are based on observations made at the time, and give an impression of the state of philately 
in Russia at the moment. It was unfortunate that the tour coincided with the off-season for collectors, 
most of whom are away in July and August, the meetings for exchange and discussion recommencing 
September. Also as we left Moscow, the Exhibition jointly staged by our friends in France and the 
U.S.S.R., was due to open, and I missed the occasion by one day. 

LENINGRAD 
Every Hotel has postal facilities for its guests as a matter of course, the newspaper shops in the foyers 

also sell stamps and cards, so one can make ones own choice of commemoratives to speed the message 
homewards! Hotel Oktabritsky was no exception, oddly enough they sold pre-1961 impressed cards with 
25k. miner, handstamped in violet "revalued 4k. as from January 1961." Special vending machines sold 
coloured views with the correct 3k. imprinted stamps at 4k. per card, although I lost a few coins when 
delivery failures became evident. Across from the Hotel was the Moscow Vokzal, which I photographed 
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at midnight (fig. 2) thanks to the light nights and some floodlighting. This is the terminus of the October 
Railway to Moscow, and a very modern Post Office here offered every facility, stamps included various 
1963-5 Commemoratives, current definitives, and postal stationery. Unfortunately the cards mailed 
from this station carried only postal code numbers on the cancel, however, they used three differing types 
of "Avia" handstamps on my mail all in violet ink. I was fortunate enough to photograph the Vladivos
tok train complete with its postal wagon and see it leave on its long journey to the east (see fig. 3 ). 

In the Nevsky Prospeckt, a basement shop, the "Globus" was busy with customers. Albums for 
the thematist and more serious collector competed with all the post 1961 stamps in attractive counter dis
plays-no silver foil or green olympic sheets however. Everything sold at face with the exception of the 
1964 Lenin sheet and the Red olympic sheet which were priced at double face. Sets and collections of 
Hungarian and East German issues were available and the periodical "Soviet Collector"" besides match 
box labels which seemed to be popular. One good paper bound book "The Sputnik Guide to Collecting" 
sold for 22 kopecks, which is reviewed in this Journal. Incidentally, it was here that I first met the pit
falls of purchasing goods in Russian shops. One does not pay over the counter, but first ascertains the 
value of the items required, goes to the cashier, pays, and obtains a receipt which is handed over in exchange 
for the goods. This is easy going in an empty shop, but most of my shops seemed overcrowded, and there 
is a problem of language! Everyone was very helpful to a strange foreigner after stamps, and I never 
failed to obtain my needs or the correct change. 

RIGA 
This lovely city is situated on the banks of the Daugava. Riga consists of the carefully preserved 

old town of narrow streets and Swedish style houses, and the modern city with its wide boulevards and 
parks. The "Filatelie" stamp shop is found in the former area (see fig. I). A double counter displayed 
all the modern post 1961 stamp issues, a few earlier sets mostly CTO appeared in thematic collections, 
the usual albums, catalogues, and accessories completed the stock. I purchased the latest 1958-63 catal
ogue complete in one hard-bound volume for I R. 4k. (about 8/-). This is in companion form to the 
1958 standard catalogue, and has been issued to obviate the need for a complete new volume with the 
embarrassment of either including or excluding the controversial Stalin issues. The Popov Radio sheet 
was on show but not for sale, unlike the East German and Polish sets. 

The Post Office in the Hotel Riga offered every service, but mail went quicker if posted in the street 
posting boxes outside, these were green in Leningrad and Riga, but many were orange in Moscow, l illus
trate a typical post box (fig. 7) placed conveniently shoulder high. The Head Post Office and the new 
modern Railway Post Office building were both under either reconstruction or repair. At the station I 
was lucky enough to catch a Russian steam locomotive with my camera, this was heading a local train 
complete with postal wagon as its first unit. (see fig. 4). 

MOSCOW 
The capital city has premier place for collectors and postal interest, with its 400 Post Offices, rang

ing from the well known Telegraph Building (fig. 5) featured in the One Rouble Definitive of 1931, the 
International Post Office as shown on a 1963 stamp, and the Old General Post Office highlighted on Postal 
Stationery and by Handstamps in connection with the Stamp Centenary celebrations of 1958 (fig. 6). Now, 
near Lermonotov Square is a new ten storey building nearing completion which should look after Mos
cow"s growing postal needs for the next few years. 

On July 5th, I visited the present G.P.O. building, a large and spaciously designed ediface, that 
besides things postal, housed an excellent display of Soviet postage stamps framed under glass. Photo
enlargements of some of the principal stamps added to the thematic layout, which included material rang
ing from 1921 issues, through the "classical" early thirties to present day silver foil stamps in blocks of 
four. A special counter dealt with new stamp issues and sets for collectors, such items being on show 
in special revolving showcases for the enthusiast's choice. Postal stationery and many types of coloured 
cards and envelopes had their own special counter laid out in the centre of the floor space, the current 
theme being in connection with the Moscow Film Festival, and the Congress of Chemical Engineers. both 
in progress at this time. Other sections housed the subscribers Post Box System, the Savings Bank, the 
Poste Restante counters. 

Not far away in Ulitsa Kirovsky one of several stamp shops was housed in a modern book store. 
All the usual modern post 1961 thematic sets, singles, were on display, along with albums and accessories. 
The latest supplement to the Standard catalogue was also available at 22 kopecks per copy, bringing the 
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collector up to the end of 1964. Moscow Hotels carried on the tradition of Postal services, tourists choos
ing their own commemoratives to send home through the posts. The foreign currency shop trading in 
anything from Pounds to Schillings, with prices in American Dollars, at the National Hotel, displayed 
sets of stamps and albums complete with prices ranging from 5 to 50 dollars per collection. 

As previously arranged, I met my correspondent in Moscow, sharing five days of philatelic company 
at his flat. Some collectors in the capital have fine material of International standards, not confined to 
their own country. British Commonwealth are very popular especially items of thematic design, but the 
classics are not despised either. One Russian specialist was able to show two of the rare 1933 Philatelic 
Exhibition sheets besides a wide range of Soviet proofs and imperfs from the same period, some on covers. 

The emphasis is still on mint and unmounted material. The Shaubeck album is very popular because 
collectors can house their mint stamps conveniently resting on black plastic frames, with transparent 
covers cut to fit the illustrated pages. There is little interest in postal markings and covers although num
erous items of postal stationery are sold with cancelled-to-order special markings. Within its limitations, 
interest in philately is very widespread indeed in the Soviet Union, but still the stamp is the thing at the 
moment. lncidently, at the Lenin Museum in Red Square, l saw some very interesting cards and envel
opes addressed to the founder of the Soviet state, that would have repaid closer inspection for postal mark
ings and the varying postal rates of the early twenties, but alas, they were well protected by glass and care
takers. 

Leaving Moscow basking in the 90's, we returned to England via Leningrad on July 18th,in less than 
three hours flying time, back to the cloud and rain. While some of my mail with excess fees for Express, 
was delivered in four days, friends were also receiving ordinary cards after our return especially from Riga 
which has no direct communication with England. We enjoyed a wonderful, if hectic, experience, trying 
to see everything we could in such a short time, everyone we met was kind and helpful. the lntourist 
Guides particularly patient with demands to see the nearest stamp shop! The trip is well recommended 
to all Russian collectors for the price of ten copies of the 1935 San Francisco Overprints! 

REVIEWS OF NEW LITERATURE 

"SOV/ETSK/l KOLLEKTS/ONER N.2, 1964"" ("The Soviet Collector, No. 2 for 1964""). A paperback 
issued by the Moscow City Collectors' Society and published by the "Svyaz"' Publishing House in an edition 
GI{ 32,000 copies. 176 pp. and price 1 rouble. 

Thfs is the second in the new series of "sborniks" or "collections of articles," issued by the above
named society. After a formal preface, it gets off to a good start with a chatty article "The right to 
dabble," by E.T. Krenkel, a noted radio operator who for many years past has done remarkable in the 
Arctic regions. Mr. Krenkel is one of those happy souls who collects anything and everything, whatever 
he can g,;t, and he succeeds in transmitting his enthusiasm to the reader. 

In a more serious vein, we next have an excellent survey by V. Karlinskii entitled "To collect means 
to search,"" and subtitled "Four whys." He develops his theme by carefully explaining the genesis of a 
stamp design, tracking down the origin of a piece of sculpture, the reason for the 1933 Leningrad Philatelic 
Exhibition surcharges, and finally an unusual study about standardisation of stamp sizes and designs within 
sets, a move that was occasioned, among other reasons, by the hodge-podg~ composition of the 1927 Tenth 
Anniversary set. It is obvious that the author had to do a lot of digging for his subject, and this article 
is a model of investigation . 

. Ya. Vovin follows with a very useful and badly needed study on four of the difficult Soviet definit
ives which have gone through a variety of types and printing processes (Sov. Cat. Nos. 741, 742, 1108, 
1190, 1191, 1,m, 14•23, 1580, 1581; s. G. 558k. 559b, 560f, 1406c, 1406e, 1406ga, 1406ha. 1406i, 1406k). 
Although eight enlarged illustrations are given of the stamps in question, they are not clear and his explan
ation of the differences would have been made clearer with enlarged sketches. Next we see a detailed 
and well-illustrated account of "PHI LAT EC 1964" in Paris, with especial emphasis on the Soviet exhibits, 
and our member Michel Liphschutz also receives a well-deserved commendation. A natural successor 
to this account is an excellent article by A. Smyslov on "How to prepare a collection for exhibition." 
To illustrate his points, he reproduces some beautiful examples of annotation from the collection of 0. 
Martyshov and V. Aranovich. Space collectors are then brought up to date with a comprehensive article 
by E. Sashenkov on "Outer Space, a theme of philately." 
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We now come to the "pieced•! resistance" in the manual, a wonderful study by a leading Soviet 
collector, S. M. Blekhman, about "The History of the Posts, and the Postage Stamps of the Mongolian 
People·s Republic". In this 32-pag,! article, Mr. Blekhman gives an exhaustive survey of Mongolian 
postal history and stamps, from the 10th Century A.D. to the end of 1959, drawing on many sources with 
due credit, including the series "Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad", by our authors 
S. D. Tchilinghirian and W. S. E. Stephen. He presents a lot of information that is new to us, but on 
the other hand, we in the West have items and markings he has not heard about. It all goes to show 
that it is only by what the Russians so aptly call "obmen opytom", i.e. "an exchange of experience" that 
anything like the full outline of a subject can emerge. 

The next article, by A. Kolesnikov, is entitled "The First Postage Stamp of Russia?" Here, he 
is referring to the 6 kop. embossed stamp of the Tiflis City Post, quoting extensively from Russian sources. 
He gives us a creditable piece of work, in view of the limited means at his disposal. The Discussion 
Section following, starts off with an interesting piece on "What constitutes a variety on a postage stamp··. 
The second note in this section is a review, based on letters received by the Editors, on the argument of 
"Mint or used", continued from the 1963 edition of the "sbornik". V. Yakobs then lists and illustrates 
all the official special postmarks applied in the U.S.S.R. during 1963. Many are of great pictorial appeal 
and apart from Russian, inscriptions in other languages, such as Byelorussian, Buriat, Armenian. 
Georgian, Kirghiz, Latvian and Ukrainian, are also represented. 

The numismatic section contains a variety of articles by E. Vainshtein, V. Sergeev and P. Kliorin on 
badges, money circulating in rolls in the 17th and 18th Centuries, and the activities of the Kalfa (Theo
dosia) Mint during 1787-1788. Paper money collectors are then catered to with an article by L. Rozen
berg on ''The Wine Banknotes of Yakutia", being manuscript efforts on the backs of labels taken off 
wine bottles, and issued with an official cachet at the end of 1918! B. Goldshtein and A. Malyshov write 
about "The Restoration and Preservation of Paper Money" and treat us to two formulas for the gum to 
be used, depel\ding on whether banknotes on either stout or thin paper are being "improved". Shades 
of stamp repairer-s! 

The card collectors then take over, with a fine study by M. Zabolen about illustrated postcards 
devoted to the theme of the great bard of the Ukraine, T. G. Shevchenko, from 1905 onwards and including 
many rare examples. Mr. E. Fainshtein follows with a similar study on the topic of the 1812 War. The 
bookplate collectors then have their turn, with a fine article by E. Minaev on the work of five Moscow 
artists, with examples of their work, including an apt bookplate for Yuri Gagarin and a couple of charming 
examples with feminine themes. All these are woodcuts, and it would be very interesting to know if 
Soviet artists also execute bookplates by engraved and etching, as this latter method produces bi>..autiful 
results. 

As we head towards the end of the volume, we note some book reviews, general features and 
cartoons, a warning on the bona-fides of the stamps and coins of Lundy, a philatelic crossword,an article 
on the 250th Anniversary of the Leningrad postal service, news of local exhibitions and a philatelic visit to 
Czechoslovakia, the activities of junior collectors and a su9plemental listing of philatelic societies in the 
U.S.S.R. 

All in all, we are getting a good rouble"s worth of varied and interesting information of lasting 
value from this second volume in the new "Soviet Collector" series. 

"Sputnik Filate/ista" by Ya. Ozolin. Published by Latviiskoe Gosudarstve1111oe Jzdatelstvo, Riga · 
1964 (Latvian State Publishing House, Riga). 136 pages, including a photographic section of 32 pages. 
Price 22k. Edition of 2Q,OOO copies. 

This book is a Russian edition of a Latvian work published in 1962, and reviewed in Rossica 
Journal No. 66. It is a useful guide to stamp collecting for the beginner, and offers a most interesting 
section of photographic illustrations including two nice Imperial covers. 

The Journal of the Rossica Society of Russian Philately. No. 68, 1965. Edited by Dr. Gregory 
B. Salisbury, 49th and Locust Streets, Philadelphia 39, Pa. U.S.A . 69 pages with a photographic supple
ment of 12 plates, and 5 other pages of illustrations. 

The latest 'Rossica' Journal is outstanding for a superlative photographic section of twelve large 
plates of Zemstvo stamps and covers from the incomparable collection of Michel Liphschutz. This is an 
absolute 'must' for all Zemstvo collectors, if not for all members. The plates are printed on full art paper 
and the reproduction is excellent. We gather from Editorial comments that this section cost several 
hundred dollars, a cost borne by Mr. Liphschutz himself. We applaud his generosity, for the superb-
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jtems he illustrates and describes places on record many gems with w:,ich readers would not otherwise 
become aware. 

Other articles in this excellent edition are on "Russian-Alaskan Postal History" by Michael Ray
hack; "The Dalny Field Telegraph Cancellations" by M. M. Kessler; a fine article on "Colours of the 
Dotted Numeral Cancellations" by ·o. A. Faberge; "A Special Marking of the Russian Posts in Bulgaria 
during 1877/79" by D. N. Minchev; "The Ungeni Border Post Office 1877/78'" also by D. N. Minchev; 
"Additional Notes on Poltava Zemstvo Stamps" by R. Sklarevski; seven pages of interesting .. Notes from 
•Collectors"; "Scarce Soviet Perforations 1946-1961" compiled by the Editorial Board; a further instal
ment of "The Ancient Russian Posts" by Maria Nikolaevna Vitashevskaya; a continuation of the serial
ised "The Transmission of Mails on Steamers in Russia" by Nikolai lvanovich Sokolov (trans. Kurt Adler) 
which offers a great deal of new information on R.O.P.i.T. postal operations in the Black Sea. As Editor 
Salisbury points out, news of the existence of a private Russian postal service between Jerusalem and Jaffa, 
dating from Nov. 1859 is of great import, and it is hoped that the publication of this news may 
lead to the discovery of items of correspondence from this service. Contributions to this number of 
'Rossica' also include "Ukrainian 'Skrinka' Markings" by Kurt Adler and Lanson H. Stone; ·Two 
Unissued Soviet Sets of 1933" by Kurt Adler; "Soviet Colour Trial Proofs 1932-1934'' also by Kurt Adler; 
"Some Additions to the list of Stamped Envelopes of U.S.S.R." by B. St. G. Drennan; an amusing and 
interesting article "The Riddle of the Alexandria Zemstvo Stamp'' by Boris Shishkin; "Paper Money 
Issued at Khabarovsk in 1918" by M. Byckoff; "Additional Notes on the Small Current Stamps" by 
Major A. Prado; and the journal is completed by some excellent book reviews. 

"Austrian Post Offices Abroad"-Part V-Greece, Crete, Aegean Islands, Macedonia. S. D. Tchili11ghiria11 
and W. S. E. Stephen. Published by The Austrian Stamp Club of Great Britian, and obtainable from 94 
High Street, Aber/our, Banffshire, Scotland. 80 pp. Price 30/-. 

At the beginning of Part IV, the authors moved from the Ship Post Offic-:s to the Shore Post Offices. 
and entered upon ground more familiar to the ordinary Austrian Levant collectors and to the older gener
ation of general collectors. Not a few can perhaps remember when they first began to read the post
marks, and learnt with pleasure and surprise that their territory reached from Montenegro to Trebizond 
and from Moldavia to Alexandria and Jerusalem. With the aid of a catalogue, an atlas, and an encyclo
paedia, they could without much difficulty obtain some more or less superficial knowledge: how much 
more there is to know, they will quickly discover from a study of this series. 

Broadly,. Part V covers the Austrian Post Offices on the western and northern coasts of the Aegean 
and on the Aegean Islands; and the interesting story of each post office and its stamps and cancellations 
is told in the methodical way adopted in the earlier series on the Russian Post Offices. 

The treatment of the obscure and controversial points is of particular value: after the collation of 
the evidence, the authors by their comments and conclusions have made their own important and individ
ual contribution to the subject. These problems include the unofficial postal business in the Greek 
shipping agencies, the arrangements following the international landings in Crete, the effect of exchange 
rates, the confusion during and following the Balkan Wars, and the up-country branch offices of Salonica. 
Merely to "name" a few examples will, it is hoped, encourage some of those who have met the same or 
similar problems in the Russian field to extend their operations. 

DA YID MORRISON 

France-U.R.S.S. Philate/ie ("Le Timbre So1•ietique'') New Series No. 6 (April 1965); No. 1 (July 1965). 
Organof the Cerc/e Philatelique France-U.R.S.S. Price IF.50. Edited by Gabriel Citeme, 8 rue de la 
Vrilliere, Paris ler. France. (111 French). 

No. 6 comments on the Franco-Soviet Philatelic Exhibition being arranged jointly with the Moscow 
Collectors' Society in Moscow 18th-22nd July, 1965: there is a short article by Charles Godard on the 
"Kerensky" issue; and an article by R. Marie on "St. Petersburg Envelopes." No. 7 concludes Charles 
Godard's notes on the "Kerensky" stamps, and offers a great deal of Society information, and. of course, 
New Issue notes on both France and U.S.S.R. 

Journal of Chinese Philately. Issued by the China Philatelic Society of London, and edited by W/Cmdr. 
P. I. Padget, 30 Clarence Grove Road, Weston-super-Mare, Somerset. No. 116 (February 1965); No. 117 
(April 1965); No. 118 (June 1965). 

The latest issues of this bi-monthly include (No. 116) 1959/60 First Chu Kwang Tower Issue of 
Taiwan (R. Townsend); Further Chinese Labour Corps Covers (E. N. Lane); Yang's catalogue of People's 
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Posts (Marcello Mochi); (No. 117) Local Posts (contd.) Nanking; Ningpo; Swatow; Tientsin; Wei Hai 
Wei; Shanghai Light Horse (E. N. Lane); Postal Markings of Liberation Areas, No. I. North China (H. 
L. Chung); Chinese Post Offices in Sinkiang, Tamm Tuva, and Tibet (Andrew Cronin); Commemorative 
Cancellations 1918-1937 (P. I. Padget); (No. 118) The Settings of the First Customs Issue (P. P. Hock 
and C. Chen: introduction by Sir David Roseway); Corrections and Additions to Yang's Catalogue (Mar
cello Mochi); and New Issue and Society News are included in each issue. 

In the Polish magazine "Filatelista," published in Warsaw (No. 7; 1965) there is an article by our 
member M.A. Bojanowicz on "Poland No. I." Amazingly enough there is also an article on the stamps 
-of all places-of Lundy Island, by M. Perzynski. This magazine with a short supplement in Russian 
giving a precis of the contents, is freely on sale in Russia's bookstalls. The copy we were shown was pur
chased by Allan Waugh in Riga during his recent stay there. 

A COLLECTOR'S CALENDAR 
P. T. Ashford 

The banner proudly bearing the device "Russian Philately" continues to be waved before large and 
enthusiastic audiences up and down the country. One of our most consistent banner-wavers is Cliff 
Handford whose zeal and energy to the "cause" is an example to all. At the end of April Cliff gave a talk 
and display on "Imperial Russia" to the Coventry Philatelic Society, where they kept him at it until 
10.15 p.m. and made him promise to come back next year with his Zemstvos. No sooner was this over 
than Cliff was off to the Yorkshire Philatelic Convention. In May, Cliff, was as usual, at the Philatelic 
Congress, this year held at Harrogate between 17-22 May. A comment by K. R. Lake who wrote one of 
the Congress Papers that "he had never been able to understand why the stamps of Wenden merit listing 
but not those of the Zemstvo Posts·• was a gift for ··our Spokesman on Zemstvo Affairs;· and Congress
men (and women!) are now much the wiser. Following previous practice a "Russian Study Circle" met 
on the Thursday evening, B.S.R.P.-ers attending being Eric Poulter; W. E. Tweedale; H. Q. Marris; 
John Fosbery; and of course, Cliff Handford in the Chair. Naturally a number of other collectors joined 
in who are not (yet!) members of our Society. Mr·. Marris had some grand 1917-23 material which kept 
the meeting busy, and Cliff also brought along some interesting items. Who said you had retired. Cliff? 

The writer constantly finds himself in ghastly predicaments, and it may be surprising in these cir
cumstances that one such instance should be particularly worthy of comment. However, the following 
cautionary tale may make readers smile. Somewhere there is a moral. Last year he had the temerity 
to help form a philatelic society in Warminster-a "one horse town" if there ever was one! A pretty place, 
but not the centre of the universe. By dint of much canvassing, it did marvellously, and largely through 
threats, bribery, and a lot of corruption there are ·now 27 dedicated members! An application to the 
Wiltshire Philatelic Federation was accepted ("one horse towns'' are the rule rather than the exception 
in Wiltshire) and the writer (now Honorary Secretary), sucking his pipe, thought how nice it would be if 
Warminster-in the first year-won the Federation's ornate Silver Cup at the Annual Convention, thereby 
rubbing the noses of more grandiose societies in the Wiltshire dust. After a lot of hard work he produced 
a masterpiece, a short display of nine pages, called "The Road to Samarkand" showing Russian cancell
ations from towns, villages, ships and trains en route. There was no doubt about it! It was marvellous 
replete with hand drawn maps, fancy writing, coloured prints, and some fetching material. Before the 
great day, he had another chore to do, for he had promised, in a weak moment, to help towards making 
up an exhibit for another Society, at Devizes, so he bundled some old pages of Azerbaijan in for them. The 
great moment arrived, in the Town Hall at Chippenham, when the judge (down from London for the day) 
made his decision, and, to a hushed audience, announced the name of the winner-P. T. ASHFORD. 
Spiffing! What for? Azerbaijan, of course, and Devizes Philatelic Society had won the Cup yet again. 
There was no mercy when they got him back to Warminster (these country people can be nasty when they 
are roused) and they point with pride to the spot where they lynched him, for "Samarkand" was placed 
second. 
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:Vlr. C. W. Roberts has been kind enough to write us an interesting account of W.l.P.A. 1965 which 
is published on another page. A number of our members gained awards and we offer them our sincere 
congratulations. What puzzles this writer, and he feels able to cominent on the matter, because he has 
never participated in an International Exhibition, and is highly unlikely ever to do so, is the low grading 
that all but "classic" issues receive. In this day and age, it seems that the only stamps which have real 
scope for research are those of the late 19th Century, and early 20th Century. Serious students of phil
ately do not concentrate on the old issues now, for practically everything is known about them, and vir
tually all material has been unearthed and written up by earlier collectors. It seems to us that International 
Juries are strongly prejudiced in favour of classics with a high market value. How otherwise could
to quote only three examples at Vienna-Dr. Rudolf Seichter (acknowledged to be the world's leading 
expert on Ukraine) be awarded only a silver medal for what must be the finest collection of Ukraine 
extant: and Kurt Adler's "Soviet Russia," and Dr. Alfred Wortman's "Russian Sea Posts" receive but 
bronze medals? 

Dr. Alfred Wortman has been traversing North and Central America again this Spring, and we have 
been receiving reports from here and there where he touched down! At one time we thought about stick
ing flags in a map, as each letter arrived!! But we are glad he had such a grand time! Alfred and 
Andrew Cronin had a feast of Kurt Adler's material in New York; and also met Dr. Tolman there (and since 
in London). A stay with Gordon Torrey in Washington was another highlight. Material seen at Mr. 
Torrey·s included a Latakia cover with 2k. 1866, cancelled lozenge of 64 dots, a Port Alexandretta stamp
less of 1866; and a combination Turkish and a pair of 3k. Levant cancelled "782" dots from Aleppo to 
Smyrna (via Alexandretta); and two Turkish stamps of 1917/18 with cancellations of Batum during the 
Turkish Occupation (we had heard of these last!). Rimma Sklarevski and Boris Shishkin were also in 
Washington, both bringing some superb material for discussion. Clearly a philatelic holiday to remem
ber! 

An interesting letter from Mrs. Edith Faulstich, President of the Postal History Society of 
the Americas, who found our last Journal of great interest. Mrs. Faulstich has been working on the 
Postal Cancellations of the Siberian Campaign (1918-19) for some time, and hopes that two works from 
her pen will be published soon. One will b-.! cataloguing and telling the story of the A.E.F. mails, and other 
mails in Siberia, whilst the other will comprise documentary material received from veterans through their 
diaries. letters, and memories. We await the appearance of these works with much interest. 

AUCTION NOTES 
W. S. E. Stephen 

There has been an abundance of material connected with our field on offer at Auction Sales, the 
most important Sale being that of Robert A. Siegel of New York, when 844 lots of Russia and territories 
were offered on January 9th, 1965. Collections of our members, especially in U.S.A., will have been 
considerably enriched by purchases from this Sale, some of the more important being listed hereunder. 
The letter "S" has been used to indicate dollars. 
Lot 604, Cover, Gallipoli. blue double circle Consular Seal with Imperial Eagle, Bank cachet, 

on folded 1859 letter to Constantinople. S.34. 
(See USED ABROAD CHRONICLE X of this issue). 

Lot 639 I0k. Brown and Blue (S.l, S.G.1) large margins all round, cancelled by neat circular 
Red town pmk. on small piece. Sl40. 

Lot 677 Cover, !Ok. Brown and Blue (2). Tied by neat pmk. Target cancel, Red 1863 St. 
Petersburg pmk., used to Poland with Postage Due handstamp and unused Poland !Ok. 
Rose and Blue (I) applied. S320. 

Lot 689 Cover, 20k. Blue and Orange (3). Tied by "16" in Circle of Dots cancel on 1858 
Cover from Kazan to Moscow, cover a bit worn, otherwise fine, R.P.S. Certificate. 
S.200. 
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Lot 720 

Lot 722 

Cover 5k. Black and Blue St. Petersburg (11). Tied by St. Petersburg pmk., in com
bination with 5k. Black and Lilac (7) and 7k. Grey and Rose (27) on registered 5k. 
Entire to Switzerland. S90. 
Cover lk.-30k. 1865 Issue (12, 13, 18). Tied by town pmk., in combination with 
Greece 5L Green, 40L Rose Violet (25, 28), on folded 1868 letter to Syra, ms. 'via 
Konstantinopoli.' S80. 

Lots 

Lot 
Lot 

756 and 761 Blocks of four of the lk. Black and Yellow, Vertically Laid (19c.) and 3k. Black and 

Lot 

Lot 
Lot 

782 
795 

867 

1001 
1209 

Green Vertically Laid (20c), mint, sold separately at 90 dollars each. 
30k. Carmine and Green Vertically Laid (25a), mint corner block. Sl<!,5. 
8k. Grey and Rose lmperforate (28b), large to huge margins, tiny corner repair, V. F. 
appearance. S350. 
Cover 5k. Black Brown (104). Huge cover with 114• copies, mostly in two large blocks. 
tied with three other values by oval pmks. , 13 large wax seals on flap, stamps nearly 
all Very Fine, a fantastic item. S280. 
15k.-35k. Fine Arts Museum Souvenir Sheet (486/7). Only 500 issued. Sl35. 
Cover 30k. Carmine and Green (10). Tied by Blue Boxed Franco on small 1863 
cover, Blue Russian Constantinople pmk. on flap, minor perf. stains, small tear in 
cover. SI 10. 

Lots 

Lot 

1210-1218 These nine lots of covers, all franked with the 7k. Grey and Rose (27), bearing various 

1228 
cancellations of Constantinople, sold as one combined lot for S220. 
Cover 10k. Dark Blue (6), in Combination with China 10c. Dark Green (103), tied 
on Registered Cover from Tientsin to Austria, ms. marking via Siberia, Cover shows 
rare INKOW (transfer office) Registry Label and pmk. S85. 

Lot 1239 Cover lk.-3k. 1872-79 Issues (12, 12<'., 13a, three, 20b), In Combination with Turkey lOpi . 

Lot 
Lot 

Lot 

Lot 

Lot 

Lot 

1264 
1284 

1288 

1311 

1321 

1410 

Lot 144 

Lot 293 

Lot 390 

Lot 391 

Lot 327 
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Lilac, 2pi. Brown and Black Postage Due (42, J33). on cover to Aleppo, Turkish stamps 
on flap, cover a bit worn, otherwise Fine. Sl20. 
20,000r. on 5r. Black Brown Romanov, General Wrangel Issues. S.4-7.50. 
Cover 4k. on 25r. Grey (365) of Armenia. Three copies tied by circ. town pmks. on 
Registered 1923 cover from Erivan to New York. S26. 
Azerbaijan Cover, 5,000r. Olive Green (29). Two Vertical pairs, in Combination 
with Transcaucasian Federated Republic 35k. Red Brown and Green, lr. Brown and 
Orange, all tied with Baku cancels on flap of Registered 1923 cover to Zurich. S45. 
Ba tum Cover 25k.-7r. "British Occupation" Opts. (16, 17, 20, 53 ). Tied by Ba tum 
pmks. on Registered 1920 cover to Switzerland. S32.50. 
Far Eastern Republic, 20k. on 15k. Brown and Blue Vladivostok Airpost (Sanabria 
506). Only 300 issued. S92.50. 
Manchurian Fieldpost, Hdg. Field Tel. Dept., Purple Handstamp, Jan . 1905 pmk. 
on Soldier"s Letter. S32.50. 

On the home market, many useful lots were on offer, the following being of interest: 
Bournemouth Stamp Auctions (Robson Lowe Ltd.) 

February 5th, 1965 Sale 
Armenia 1922 3k. on 3r. block of nine with centre stamp "double surcharge." 5k. on 
50r. and 35k. on 20.000r. each in block of nine with surcharge missing from centre 
stamp. £8. 

April 2nd. 1965 Sale 
Russia 1884 7r. Lemon-Yellow and Black, very fresh unused with much original gum. 
Cat. £18. £15. 

April 22nd, 1965 Sale 
1846 5 plus lk. red, envelope (138 x 89mm.) of the Moscow City Post used in the city. 
Ex-Faberge and Goss Collections. £155. 
A similar envelope, but size (106 x 82mm.). £165. 

April 30th, 1965 Sale 
South Russia, Mint corner block (5 x 5) of a "35" on 2k. Russian Arms Type in a type 
of surcharge not previously recorded. £10/10/-. 
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Harmer Rooke Ltd., London. 
January 21st and 22nd, 1965 Sale. 

It is seldom that Zemstvos are offered in quantity at Auction, and keen competition is experienced 
when they do appear. At the above Sale no single item was on offer, except in the case of cover material. 
The 69 lots sold, estimated at £1,513 realised £1,613. The outstanding feature of this sale was the keen 
demand for Lot 689 Postal Stationery, a collection of 60 covers etc., estimated at £14• the realisation £42. 

R. Maresch & Son, Toronto. 
May 19th, 1965 Sale. 

Several fine lots of Russia were on offer at the above Sale. 
Lot 605 S.G. 28: 8k. Grey and Rose with superb strike of "Peking Jan. so·• cancellation, esti

mated at 100 dollars. The realisation is not to hand at this time of writing. (See 
"Used Abroad Chronicle," this issue, for fuller particulars and illustration). 

WIPA 1965 
C. W. Roberts 

I had always heard that Vienna was a most beautiful City-well worth a visit-and so my wife and 
I decided to spend a week there at the time of the W.l.P.A. 1965 Stamp Exhibition. 

I suffered from three great handicaps. My knowledge of German is very slight: it poured with 
rain most of the time: and our Hotel was quite a distance from the Exhibition. In fine weather it would 
have been easy-a tram ride a·nd a few minutes walk-but. ... added to which, being the Whitsun holi
days the tram services were all altered. Throughout the period of our visit there were always queues, 
sometimes very long ones, waiting to get in to buy the special stamps which were only on sale inside, and 
to get the various special postmarks, but after the first day l learnt that my Exhibitor"s Green Pass would 
enable me to go straight in at any time. 

The last International Stamp Exhibition I visited was London in 1960, so I was not very up-to-date 
about Exhibitions. However, first of all let me say that W.I.P.A. was immense and in the time at my 
disposal I had no chance of seeing more than a fraction of it. The bulk of the exhibits-mostly 19th 
Century issues-consisting of over 3,000 frames one metre square, were in the Hofburg. The remainder, 
2,000 more frames, covering mostly more recent issues, Air Mails, Thematic and Junior Collections and 
Literature were in various Halls of the Messepalast, a short walk away, but unfortunately not all in one 
building. In all, therefore, there were four times as many frames as there were in London. The light
ing was adequate and it was always possible to see and examine anything. 

I made no attempt to look at all the exhibits, contenting myself by trying to see the Countries I 
was interested in with a general look at some of the others. What struck me most was the standard of 
presentation generally, which seemed to me extremely high and in this respect I thought the exhibits of 
some of our members, including my own, had considerable scope for improvement. I was very dis
appointed in the philatelic material of the Russian Group both as to quality and quantity. There were 
some very fine exhibits, of course there were, and I enjoyed looking at them. I am told on good author
ity" that the general opinion was that the standard of exhibits as a whole was very high-far superior to 
London. 

In the Honours Class were the displays of our members Bojanowicz and Lipschutz. The former·s 
-collection of Imperial Poland, or parts of it, will be familiar to many of our members. with its magnificent 
multiples of Poland No. l in strips of three and five. This particular exhibit of ten frames was concerned 
mainly with the Postal History of Warsaw from 1770-1870 and included rare and probably unique items 
of early prestamp covers, Russian and Polish Postal Stationery and a most interesting lot of Railway post
marks. The whole was most beautifully presented, and it was not difficult to see why it has gained so 
many gold medals (Gold). 

The Lipschutz collection was new to me and perhaps also to many of our members. His presentat
ion of Russian Posts in the Near East was enough to make any of those interested in that field green with 
envy. I noticed a pre-stamp cover from Corfu to Vebice, Russia No. l with a Levant "Franco'' mark 
which has not yet been identified, and an 1860 Comp. Russe cover from Smyrna to Beyrouth, though 
these may not have been the best items. (Gold). 
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There was only one other collection of this quality that I saw in our field-Dr. Seichter's Ukraine. 
This covered briefly in 200 sheets the whole of Ukraine's Philately from the pre-trident period to the Ger
man issues of the Second World War. While the emphasis was on the stamps, the Postal History side 
was not neglected. From the point of rarity and philatelic knowledge this Exhibit was, in my opinion, 
at least the equal of the two mentioned above and the only criticism I had of it was that it was rather 
crowded, and would have been more impressive spread over a few more frames, but I was shocked to 
learn it had received only a Silver medal. Amongst the many rare and unique items I noted Tchernigov 
Type I a complete sheet-even a strip showing the 10 types is a major rarity-Kiev Type 3 a complete 
sheet of the 3R.50 black and grey; Novobielitza Type I, no less than 7 different values; Slynka 50k. perf. 
on cover; Yekaterinoslav Type 2 in violet on 10k. and 3½R. black and grey and 7R. black and orange and 
no les~ than 4 values of the extremely rare single handstamp. In Poltava there were two covers with the 
rare green overprint, also examples of Ganebnoe and others too numerous to mention. 

John Lloyd's exhibit of the Provisional overprints and the Inflationary period was most interest
ing, and I am delighted to hear he was awarded a Silver Bronze. Dr. Wortman's Russian Sea Posts, a 
Postal History exhibit, was unfortunately incorrectly described in the Catalogue (bronze). Walter 
Frauenlob's exhibit of Russia, Russian China and Levant included 3 copies of the "unused" No. I as 
well as a nice selection of used, specimen blocks of the Romanov issue imperf., the 7R. of 1884 on cover 
and a vertical strip of 4 and a block of 4 of the first issue of the Levant. Droar, as 
usual, could be depended upon to give a fine selection of covers of Imperial Russia (Silver Bronze). Kurt 
Adler produced a very fine display of Soviet Russia with proofs, essays, errors, etc. (Bronze). 

My own exhibit of Podolia was similar to that shown earlier in the year in London and for a 
Ukraine exhibit I was clearly lucky to get a Silver bronze. 

The exhibits in our field by non-members were strong in Post-first War Poland and there was a 
fine specialised display of the Cracow overprints on Austria by M. E. Steczynaki of the U.S.A. (Silver). 
and several exhibitors showed the 1860 issue with numerous examples. Altogether 17 exhibitors showed 
Poland--66 frames. 

There was a fine specialised collection of Batum 1917-20 shown by Alfred Brack of the U.S.A. 
which included over 40 covers! (Silver). There were some very fine exhibits of Finland and I was struck 
by the number of covers of a very early date-several from early in the 17th century. The first issue was 
shown on covers and there were a number of magnificent blocks of the serpentine roulettes. 

In the Baltic States there were some studies of the early issues including local issues on covers, 
pre-stamp covers and some rare postmarks of the Imperial period. 

There were two exhibits of Zemstvos, but from my very limited knowledge these did not seem to 
be very special. (But one received a Silver medal). 

Also in the Honours Class, but not for competition, was a fine study of the 1922 Consular Air Mail 
stamps of Russia with several complete settings. 

In the Literature Class "Rossica" was awarded a Diploma for a Silver Medal. 
The A.I.E.P. (Association Internationale des Experts Philatelistes) had a small room as a meet

ing place and on the walls were some very interesting exhibits of forgeries, among these was a formidable 
selection of Ukraine presented by Dr. Seichter. The 24 sheets included a number of forgeries on covers 
and apart from examples from all six districts, Barachi, Beresno, Zhitomir and Chernigov were also 
shown. 

In connection with the Exhibition we were invited to the Reception by the Burgermeister held in 
the Festival Hall of the Rathaus, one of the largest rooms I have ever seen. A fine Buffet supper was 
provided to the music of an orchestra to which those who wished could dance. In addition I attended 
meetings of the A.I.E.P. and the U.P.V., which was really more a matter of courtesy as my knowledge of 
German was totally inadequate. I did, however, meet some very charming people. Sir John Wilson 
was a member of the Jury; Dr. Seichter was there with his wife and I do not really know how we would 
have got on without his constant help, and finally I met for the first time Mr. Walter Frauenlob and our 
two new members, Mr. and Mrs. Fosbery. Unfortunately I did not meet Mr. Michelson as he only arrived 
after I left. 

Due to pressure of work coupled with the effects of recent illness, Dr. Gregory B. Salisbury is 
unable to send us an "American Samovar" for this issue. We hope to publish the next "Samovar" 
in the March, 1966 issue. 
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MEETING REPORTS 

The 89th meeting of the Society was held on March 20th, 1965, at 41, Devonshire Place. London. 
W.l. with the President, Mr. E. C. Combridge, in the chair, and twenty two other members present. 

After the minutes of the last meeting had been confirmed the following four new members were 
elected:-

PROF. 0. WINTERSTEIN, Ramistrasse 42, Zurich, 7, Switzerland. 
F. YEss1s, Manhattan Beach, Calif., U.S.A. 
F. M. BULL, 51, Mollands Lane, South Ockenden, Essex. 
M. CHARMAN. 580, Woolwich Road, Charlton, London, S.E.7. 

Resignations were received from Messrs. M. S. White and J. Beken. 

Secretary's Report 
A Jetter of appreciation had been sent to Miss Snow for the help given to Mr. Huddy with the 

Society's accounts, and in return the Secretary had received a letter of thanks and very best wishes for the 
Society's future. 

A suggestion from Mr. Handford that Rossica membership cards be issued by the representative 
in England, on payment of the annual subscription, has been agreed to by Dr. Salisbury. In future, there
fore, on payment of the subscription to Mr. Eades or the Secretary, the Rossica card will be sent out by 
Mr. Eades, instead of it being dealt with at a much later date by Mr. Lavrov in the U.S.A., thus saving 
time and money. 

Mr. Ashford had advh:ed the Secretary that the Journal was in the printers· hands and would be 
ready for distribution at the end of March, or early in April. 

The French Circle's Bulletin of January acknowledges help from our Society and Rossica in provid
ing information for the forthcoming catalogue Vol. II, due to appear in the Autumn. 

Exchange Packet Secretary's Report 
Mr. Kellaway stated that since the last meeting, packets to the value of £520 had been put into 

circulation and three packets broken up after circulation. 

Any other Business 
On the committee's recommendation that an auditor be nominated. Mr. R. Joseph, our member 

from Northampton, was proposed and unanimously elected. 
Dr. R. Ce-resa suggested that the Society should hold an auction for members and it was agreed 

that this be raised at the next meeting. 
The Hounslow Philatelic Society has written to ask if the Society would be prepared to put on a 

display of Russian pre-revolutionary material at one of their meetings in the autumn. This was agreed 
to and arrangements have been placed in the hands of Mr. E. Peel, 41, Norwood Drive, North Harrow, 
Middx. 

Mr. Combridge. our President, congratulated all members of the Society who had. received awards 
at the recent exhibition in London. 

After the business was concluded Dr. Ceresa displayed material of the Civil War period. Mr. 
E. G. Peel proposing a vote of thanks, complimented Dr. Ceresa on such an attractive and interesting 
display of scarce and rare material, to mention but a few: 1, A rouble provisional cover from Rogachev; 
2, The Oyernu cover with the assorted 'R.250'; 3, Various Siberian Covers. and 4, Chinese Eastern Rail
way T.P.0. on Siberian stamp. All present were in hearty agreement. 

The 90th meeting of the Society was held on May 15th, 1965, at 41, Devonshire Place, London, W.I, 
with Mr. E. C. Combridge, the President, in the chair and 21 other members present. 

The minutes of the previous meeting were confirmed. Arising from these Mr. Peel stated that, he 
and Mr. Pritt had arranged to give a display to the Hounslow Philatelic Society in September. Mr. Peel 
also told the meeting that only one member had applied for the latest part of the translated Soviet Catal
ogue. 
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The Secretary had received the following five applications for membership to the Society, and these-
were formally elected. 

W. G. BOGG, .<!•5, Bromfield Street, Boston; Mass., U.S.A. 
P. WoYNOWSKY, 224, Wainwright Street, Newark 12, N J., 07112, U.S.A. 
J. ELCOCKS, 62, Burcombe Tower, Old Bell Road, Birmingham 23. 
E. C. BROWN, 6, Strathmore Avenue, Hitchin, Herts. 
T. HUNTINGTON, 14, Tile Kiln Lane, Bexley, Kent. 

Secretary's Report: 
Dr. Seichter of the U.P.V. invited all members of the Society travelling to the W.I.P.A. Exhibition 

at Vienna, to attend a meeting of the Ukraine Society being held on the 9th June at the Cafe Landtman. 
Our member Mr. C. W. Roberts who is going to this exhibition would gladly supply further information. 

Applications for membership continue to come along encouragingly and praises for our Journal 
from members, particularly overseas, have been received with best wishes for the future of the Society. 
In a memo, our Editor, Mr. Ashford, states that Journal No. 36 was fully despatched by the middle of 
April and that work had now commenced on assembling material for the October issue. 

The Exchange Packet Superintendent told the meeting that two packets had been sent out since the 
last meeting, value £315. 

Programme 1965/66: 
Subject to confirmation Society meetings will be held at 41, Devonshire Place, London in October, 

January, March and May. After the A.G.M. in October there will be a display by members. Mr. Peel 
proposed that this should be a one theme display, ~hich was unanimously agreed to. The January meet
ing, as usual, will feature the annual competitions for the Stibbe Rose Bowl and the Buchanan Cup. The 
displays for the March and May meetings have yet to be arranged. 

After the business of the Society, Messrs. Osi, Peedo and Peel displayed stamps and material of 
the Baltic States. Mr. C. W. Roberts proposing a vote of thanks, commented on the interesting and very 
high quality of these collections. All present applauded and agreed heartily with these remarks. 

THE ZEMSTVO GAZETTEER (continued) 
Fred W. Speers 

TA VRIDA GOVERNMENT 

(Three zemstvo-issuing cities: Berdiansk, Dnyeprovsk and Melitopol). 
Period of zemstvo activity within government: 1866-1892. 

Tavrida is a government of south Russia which includes the peninsula of the Crimea and a section 
of the mainland it adjoins immediately to the north. Its northern boundaries separate it from the govern
ments of Kherson and Ekaterinoslav. The remainder, including the 9,704-square mile Crimean penin
sula, is bounded by the Black Sea and the Sea of Azov. The surface of the continental portion of Tavrida 
government is a low level plain drained by the Dnieper and minor streams. The entire government is 
noted for its mild climate. 

Area: 24,532 square miles. Population: In 1906-1,634,700. 
By 1900, some 43 per cent -practically all available agricultural land-was under cultivation for 

cereal crops alone, such as rye, wheat, oats and barley. Tobacco, vineyards and truck gardens provided 
other agricultural activities. There also was considerable livestock raising. Salt was the principal mineral 
mined particularly near the Sivash or Putrid Sea until the turn of the century when iron deposits in the 
continental section began to be exploited. Tavrida's favourable climate attracted tourists. 

The area of the government was known to the ancient Greeks as Tauric Chersonese. It was colon
ised by the Greeks and Romans, then overrun by the Goths, Huns and Khazars. In the 15th Century. 
the Turks acquired the Tatar Khanate, then 200 years old, and several Genoese colonies. Russia annexed 
the territory in 1783. In 1854-56, it was the scene of the Crimean War between Russia and an alliance of 
England, France, Turkey and Sardinia. 

Principal cities, other than those mentioned above, include on the Crimea, Simferopol (1897 popu
lation was 60,876), the capital, Eupatoria, Schonbrunn, Karasu-bazar, Kerch, Yalta, Sevastopol and 
Balaclava; and, on the mainland, Aleshki, Gromovka, Karga and Perekop. 
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Berdia11sk (Tavrida Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1870-1882. 

Bediansk is a seaport town of the continental portion of the Tavrida government. It is on the 
north coast of the Sea of Azov against whose surf a mole protects it. Principal industries include the mak
ing of bricks and tile, tallow and macaroni. Its exports are large cereal grains raised inland, some flour, 
wool and hemp, hides from cattle and fish caught in the waters of the Sea of Azov. There are large salt 
lagoons nearby. The community imports hardware, fruits and oil. After 1900, development of nearby 
iron deposits began in earnest. Its 1867 population of 12,223 grew to 29.168 by 1900. 

(Note-The Soviets changed the name of Berdiansk to Osipenko). 

Stamps: Berdiansk's stamps were issued in only one design, but in two printings which show colour 
variations of the lithographed black, green and blue on white wove paper. The design is that of a rect
angular-shaped shield with the lower half showing a ship's anchor against a field of blue. The upper half 
shows a large beehive at the left and a plough with handles and a small wheel in front against a green sky. 
(One authority-Herrick-says the first Berdiansk stamps were issued October 13th, 1867). The value of 
the Berdiansk stamp was 10 kopecks. 

D11yepro1·sk (Tavrida Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1866-1892. 

Dnyeprovsk is close to the south bank of the Dnieper as it passes south-westerly across the grassy 
flat land plain of the northern Tavrida government. The Dnieper in this locality forms the boundary 
between the governments of Tavrida and Kherson. About 60 miles south-west is the coast of the Black 
Sea. The city, whose population in 1900 was about 15,000, is in the area annexed by Russia in 1783. 
Four years later it was founded by Catherine the Second and given the name of Ekaterinoslav which 
early in the first half of the 19th Century was changed to Dnyeprovsk. 

Dnyeprovsk was a trading centre located in an area characterised by iron and manganese deposits. 
Because of their increasing importance it became a metallurgical centre with technical schools and also a 
school of medicine. 

Stamps: Dnyeprovsk's stamp-issuing activities included its being the first and the last of the three 
Tavrida cities to issue zemstvos. It emitted eight issues, appearing in four principal designs. The first 
two were type-set in rectangular frames, wider than they were deep, and were black on white paper. Next 
came conventionally-shaped stamps, deeper than wide, with a circular design displaying the value of 5 
kopecks on a field of blue in the centre and other "5's" in each corner. ln 1885, a somewhat larger stamp 
showing a coat-of-arms in the centre and appearing in shades of carmine, yellow and blue, was issued. 
The arms, displayed in an oval, showed the double-headed eagle of the Tavrida arms in the upper half, 
and in the lower half the figure of a man pouring water from a jug into a stream. All stamps were litho
graphed and all were of 5 kopecks value. · 

Melitopol (Tavrida Government) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1867-1878. 

Melitopol, about 25 miles north-west of the Sea of Azov, is on the west bank of the Molochnaya 
river as it flows through the fertile soil of this local"ity. It is in the north central section of the continental 
part of its government. Completion of the railway linking Moscow with the Crimea and which passes 
through Melitopol laid the groundwork for the community's conversion from an agricultural and sheep
raising centre to an industrial community. Fishing in the Molochnaya ri,·er still provides an occupation 
for some of its inhabitants as it did in the 1860's and 1870's. By 1900. its population had reached only 
15,000 but with the addition of heavy machinery construction plants, flour mills and meat packing plants 
it was destined to reach 75,735 population by 1950. A large Mennonite colony, dating back many 
decades, lies near the city. 

Stamps: Melitopol was one of the two cities (the other was Morshansk in Tambov government) 
to draw an Imperial reprimand (1870) because its stamps of 1867 and 1869 somewhat resembled those of 
the Imperial Post. Lithographed in red, they depicted an Imperial coat-of-arms and even crossed post 
horns below. The design was changed in 1871 to a circular one showing a mounted post rider. Varieties 
of this show the rider with or without a pipe in his mouth. These were lithographed in blue. In all, 
Melitopol emitted eight issues-two in the first design and the remainder in the second. All were three 
kopecks in value. 
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TERRITORY OF THE DON COSSACKS 
(Three zemstvo-issuing cities: Cherkassk, Donets, and Rostov.) 
Period of zemstvo activity within the government: 1871-1892. 

The oblast or government of the Territory of the .Don Cossacks is located in south-east Russia. 
Jt is bounded on the west by the governments of Voronezh, Kharkov and Ekaterinoslav, on the south-west 
by the Sea of Azov, on the south by the governments of Kub:tn and Stavropol and on the east by those 
of Stavropol and Astrakhan. Its surface is that of the usual Russian steppes and it is drained by the 
navigable Don river and its tributaries. West of the Don, which loops easterly, then swings to the south
west to reach the Sea of Azov, the soil is black and fertile. The basin of the Donets river, a tributary of 
the Don, is a vast coal field. 

Area: 63,532 square miles. Population (1897): 2,585,920. 

Although agriculture was the principal occupation the crops raised varied considerably b::cause 
of the irregular rainfall. In the south, cultivation of vineyards and tobacco-raising was common. 
Raising of cattle, horses and sheep also were important activities. By the turn of the century coal mining 
became important in the Donets basin. Manufacturies included iron works, flour milling and pottery 
works. 

About half the population were Cossacks, the remainder being largely Armenians, Greeks and 
Kalmuck Tatars. The Cossacks of che Don (and of the Volga region) were largely Sectarians or Old 
Believers who resisted both Infidel and Orthodox alike until Peter the Great's smashing victory at Poltava 
in 1709 when the territory came under Russian control. (A tribal leader among the Don Cossacks was 
known as an Ataman: among Cossacks of the Ukraine the term was Hetman). Good schools were a 
characteristic of the settled areas. 

Principal cities, other than those mentioned above, include (with 1897 populations) Kamenskaya 
(23,576), Nizhne-Chirskaya (15,196), Konstantinovskaya (8,800), Taganrog (58,928 in 1900). Ust-medvyed
itsa (I 6.000), Uryupina (9,600) and Kalach (1,200). 

Cherkassk (Territory of the Don Cossacks) 
Stamp Issuing Period: 1879. 

Cherkassk (also known as Novocherkassk), capital of the territory, is located on the right bank 
of the Don, 45 miles north-east of its mouth on the Sea of Azov. Cherkassk is at the confluence of the 
Aksai with the Don. Its population in 1897 was 52,005, being exceeded in the government only by that 
of Taganrog. It was an active trading community, exporting corn, wine and timber flo<'.ted down the 
Don from northern forested areas and importing manufactured goods, principally household utensils. 

Historically, Cherkassk at its old site had been the headquarters of the Don Cossacks. The present 
city was founded in 1805 after frequent flooding of the Don forced the inhabitants oftheCherkasskstanitsa 
(now Old Cherkassk) to move to higher ground nearby. lt was an archiepiscopal see of the Orthodox 
Greek church and it possesses a cathedral (built in 1904), a museum and monuments to the Cossack Ata
man, M. l. Platov (who fought against Napoleon), and to T. Yermak, conqueror of Siberia in 1582. 

During the 19th Century, Cherkassk benefited by Russia's expansion efforts into the Caucasus 
to the south-east. It was one of the last large cities on the route followed by troops.going from Moscow 
to the Caucasus. (The route went from Moscow to Kolomna, Ryazan, Kozlov, Voronezh and then to 
Cherkassk and beyond). 

Stamps: Cherkassk had but a single issue of a stamp which appeared in 1879. It appeared in 
rectangular form, lithographed in black on blue paper and it was of 5 kopecks value. The figure "5" 
appears in each corner. Jn the centre is a crown above the Russian word "MAPKA ·· (stamp). The 
stamp is imperforate and gummed and was printed in sheets of 3 by 5. 

(To be co11ti1111ed) 
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